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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the major results from paleoclimatic investigations,
and includes background material slanted towards the reader who is not a
paleoclimatologist - e.g., climate modellers, geophysicists, and space
physicists. The time interval surveyed extends from the formation of the
Earth

4.6 billion

years ago (B.y.) to the development of the instmmntal

record. The principal results are:

1. 4.6 - 2.3

B.y. — the earth was apparently ice-free, despite a

substantially lower solar luminosity. An enhanced atmospheric greenhouse
effect may have compensated for the decreased insolation receipt.
2. 2.3 B.y. — evidence for the first glaciation seems to mark a
threshold temperature through which the atmosphere passed.
3. 2.3 -

0.9 B.y.

— The earth was apparently ice-free, despite low

luminosity and a presumably depleted greenhouse effect. A suitable
explanation for this phenomenon remains one of the more important unattended
questions in paleoclimatology.

4. 0.9 - 0.6 B.y.

— three major phases of glaciations occurred, with

paleomagnetic data suggesting ice in low latitudes. This problem has also not
received much attention. Lack of evidence concerning the presence of
low-latitude sea ice implies that low-latitude continental glaciation should
not be construed to indicate an ice-covered earth.
5. 600 - 100 million years ago ( 1 4.y.) — climates were generally mild,
but punctuated by two major phases of ice growth. Paleomagnetic data indicate
a strong correlation between the location of continents in hirh latitudes and
the formation of ice sheets.
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6. 100 - 50 M.Y. -- mild, generally non-glacial climates prevailed. The
Late Cretaceous (100 M.y.) interval has served as a testing ground for
atmospheric and oceanic circulation models of a non-glacial world. A
substantial amount of the changes in solar insolation receipt can be accounted
for by paleogeographic factors (land in high latitudes, the amount of land
flooded by shallow seas, and thr ; mount of land in tropical latitudes).
However, simple atmospheric cic-C,..lation models still cannot account for the
relatively high temperatures in polar latitudes. Additional factors
(cloudiness, oceanic circulation changes) may be importaitt. for b2lancing the
heat budget.
7. 50 - 3.0 M.Y. -- sequential cooling of the globe occurred, with the
Antarctic Ice Sheet forming at least by 14 M.y., and perhaps as early as 30
M.y. Mid-latitude northern hemisphere glaciation commenced at about 3 M.Y.
8.

3.0 - 0.0 r 1-y- -- numerous oscillations of northern hemisphere ice

sheets occurred, with orbital perturbations affecting the fluctuations in a
manner that is presently not well understood. F74uatorward of the sea ice/
ice sheet margins, ocean temperature changes were generally small, and the
surface of the planet was significantly drier. The ocean appears to have
played a major feedback role in both glacial inception and disintegration.
9. A re-interpretation of the pre-Pleistocene oxygen isotope record
implies that the frequency of glaciation through the last 600 M.y. may be
significantly greater than the 15-20% figure suggested by direct glaciological
evidence.

iv

stochastic contribution to climatic fluctuations that have periods longer than
a few centuries.
11. Geological data provide a useful frame of reference for studies
attempting to evaluate the impact of a future CO2 - induced warning.
Greenhouse warning estimates of 2-3°C represent one-fourth of the total range
estimated for the last 100 million years. The estimated rate of temperature
change for the CO2 effect exceeds by an order of magnitude the changes that
occurred during the glacial terminations of the Quaternary. Analyses of IAte
Quaternary intervals that were slightly warmer than the present provide
support for the following anticipated changes: increased drought on the North
American plains. increased moisture in North Africa and the Puddle Fast, and a
global sea levt^;i rise of

E.bout 5 m. However, geological data

srggest that the

CO2 - warming would not result in the complete removal of the Arctic ocean ice
cover — this region has apparently had at least a seasonal ice cover for the
last five million years.
12. `Ihe inferred planetary temperature pattern luring the last four and a
half billion years has both secular and fluctua^ing components. Secular
char^,,es have been influenced by changes in solar luminosity. Fluctuations
have been influenced by paleogeographic charges, orbital perturbations, and
feedback interactions within the land-sea-air-ice system. Glacial ages
due to orbitally-induced forcing superimposed on a global cooling of
terrestrial origin.
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THE GEOLOGIC RECORD OF CLIMATIC CHANGE

I. INTRODUCTION

Available geological records provide direct evidence of glaciation for
only about 5 - 10% of earth his^ory (Fig. 1). The science of paleoclimatology
attempts to describe and explain these occurrences. The purpose of this paper
is to provide a survey of the major results, including background material
slanted toward the reader who is not a paleocliriatologist - e.g., climate
modellers, geophysicists, solar physicists, etc. The scope of the study
extends from the formation of the earth 4.6 billion years (B.y.) ago to the
development of a relatively widespread instrumental network during the last
century (see Fig. 2 for the geological time scale). Space limitations will
necessarily dictate some restrictions on subject matter and dissenting
opinions. Th compensate, a brief annotated bibliography of the major
reference works in the field is included in the Appendix.
The paper is divided into ten sections, each of which may be read
separately: 1) Introduction; 2) Early Precambrian (4.6 - 2.5 B.y.); 3) Late
Precambrian (2.5 - 0.57 B.y.); 4) Paleozoic and Late Mesozoic (570 - 100 M.Y.
- million years ago); 5) Late Cretaceous (100 m.y.); 6) Late Cretaceous to
Late Cenozoic (100 - 1.7 M.Y.); 7) Pleistocene (1.7 - 0.01 M.Y.); 8) ^blocene
(the last 10,000 years); 9) Geological evidence of solar variability;

Fig. 1 Ice ages through geological time, indexed to chapters discussed in
text. The curve refers to periods of major ice sheet formation.
Open triangles for Chapter 9 refer to sections of the geological
record that contain unusually high-resolution records u ,- inferred

climatic f^;ctuations (see text). (After D. H. 'lhrling, Climatic
Cliange; reproduced with pet-nission of Cambridge Univ. Press .
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10) Slrw ary and Conclusions. '?he uneven partitioning of the time intervals is
reflective of the different types of climatic results available; each of the
intervals encompasses one of the major themes of paleoclimatology.

9efore embarking into the nature of the evidence, it is first important
to remind the reader of a fundamental feature of the geologic record -- most
rocks that have formed during earth history have been subsequently eroded.
The older the rocks, the greater the chance for erosion. 'Thus, there is a
disproportionate abundance of relatively young rocks in the record.
Consequently, there is always the chance that the evidence at hand is not a
faithful reflection of the average climatic conditions throwout earth
history. It is essential that the reader bear in mind this feature, which
Darwin called "the imperfection of the geologic record". '1he problem a3sunes
its greatest significance in the discussion on the Precambrian (4.5 - 0.6
B.y.) - i.e., the first 85% of earth history.
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Pig. 3 Long-term evolution of the solar luminosity. 'The dashed line shows
evolution predicted by the scaling model of 9ndal (1981). The solid
line illustrates predictions from a detailed computer model (Fhdal
and Sofia, 1981). (From A. 9ndal, 1981; reproduced with permission
of the author).
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II. EARLY PRECAK9RIAN (4.6 - 2.5 R.y.)

Perhaps the most challenging climatological question of the Early
Precambrian (Archean) involves the "faint young sun" paradox (Ulrich, 1975)•
Virtually all models of solar evolution (e.g., Newman and Rood, 1977) indicate
a solar luminosity increase of 20-30% during the past 4.7 billion years.
Endal (1981) has shown that the liuninosity estimates (Fig. 3) are not affected
by more questionable estimates of nuclear reaction rates, which are used to
predict phenomena such as neutrino flux ( see, e.g., Davis et al, 1978;
Bahcall, 1979): scaling arguments identify luminosity as being primarily
dependent on the mean molecular weight of the sun. 'This quantity increases
with time due to the conversion of hydrogen to helium in the sun's core.
(Because the sun can be considered an ideal gas, an increase in molecular
wei^ht requires an increase in temperature in order to maintain hydrostatic
equilibria^► . In turn, increased tempe:-itures cause an increase in nuclear
reaction rates.)
The above results are of significance because models of climatic
change (e.g., Wetherald and Flambe, 1975; North et al, 1981) indicate that a
5-10% reduction of the solar constant from present values should result in an
ice-covered planet. Strong ice-albedo feedback effects might then maintain
this condition even if the solar constant were to increase to values greater
than the present. ^_terrestrial fee&., Eck processes are therefore required in
order to explain an apparently ice-free earth for the first ore--half of its
history (Fig. 1). 'fie terrestrial necha.nisms will he discussed at some length
in order that the reader ^iay develop some sense of the processes and subtle
ctoq)lexities or the

syst&i.

5

Relevant details of early earth history involve evolutionary features of
the lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere. Fbr example, the areal extent
of continents during the first half of earth history may have been
significantly less than at present. Prom 4.6 - 3.9 B.y. the crust was
probably in a high-temperature state as a result of: 1) radioactive heat flux
3-4 times greater than present values (e.g., Goodwin, 1981); 2) intense
meteorite bombardment from 4.2 - 3.9 B.Y. (Goodwin, 1976); 3) gravitational
energy released during the formation of the earth's core. IVVWIurthy (1976)
has calculated that the latter effect alone could have raised the average
temperature of the planet by 1200°C. Nevertheless, radiometric dates from
southwest Greenland (Tborbath et al, 1975) and eastern India (Aas^i et al,
1981) indicate crustal formation by 3.8 B.y. Rounded sedimentary particles in
the Greenland rocks record the presence of a hydrosphere.
Between 3.8 - 2.7 R. ,y. several models of crustal evolution (e.g.,
Burke et al, 1976; Goodwin, 1981; cf. Ashwal, 1941) suggest only
microcontinent-scale land masses until the End of the Archean. These models
a

supported by 87 Sr/ 86Sr ratios of Archean carbonates (Veizer, 1976 1 , .,;h':h
minimal contribution of continental source rock: to the Archean

ocean (continen*al and mantle rocks have different ratios). The formtion of
extensive continental rocks -,ay have been a consequence of the thermal
evolution of tre planet. Wbr example, the virtual absence of a very
high-temperature (Sleep, 1979) type of volcanic rock after the Archean
suggests a transition to lower thermal regimes after 2.5 g .y. (loodwin, 1981).
The weakening of the geotherm would have allowed segregation of linter,
silica-rich, graniti magmas (T,ambert, 1976). "-his reaction may then have
triggered the rerslve ther^sal event at the end of the Archean - an event that

6

produced 50-60% of the present granitic continental crust (Ro nov, 1968).
Subsequent to 2.5 R.y., there has been no shortage of continent-sized land
masses.
An enhanced greenhouse effect (e.g., Hart, 1978; Owen et al, 1979) may
have played a pivotal role in maintaining moderate surface temperatures during
the early stages of earth history. Sagan and Mullen (1972) proposed that
arnonia may have been the agent responsible for the greenhouse effect.
However, Kuhn and Atreya (1979) note that NH3 photcxdissociates after only 40
years. Increased concentrations of CO2 and 1120 may be more likely candidates
for a greenhouse effect. Higher partial pressures of CO 2 may be attributed to
increased early outgassing. Atmospheric concentrations may also have been
affected by absence of an effective crustal sink for the carbon. This
statement requires some explanation.

It has long been sikggested (Urey, 1952; Pollack and Yung, 1980) Viat the
'70 ) was removed via the breakdown of silicate minerals and the precipitation
of inorganic calcitrn carbonate. Schematically,
Ca.SiO 3 + C0-9 ; CaCO 3 + S10 2(1)

This pr,)cess could have operated in the pre-biotic era (the earliest fossils
now date at about 3.5 P.y. -- Walter et al, 1980). However, early carbonate
pre..!-pitation should have been inhibited by low pH values (carrels and Perry,
1 (474; Schopf, 1980), and carbonates dissolve at pH < 7.0.
An additional

p roblem

concerning early removal of (702 stems from the fact

that vtrtiially all orc,anic and inorganic carbon now in the crust seems to have
of l igiruited via bioloi,ical nediaries (e.r;. , 'latthews, 197 1 1). men the
'tint*- rraLtied constituents of li-nentone are of biologic origin. mr example,

,)n the prr^:;ent sout l n %'? )rida c!irbonatt- :;hell, a sing le E-enus of calcified
7
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Fig. 4 estimates of the abundance of sedimentary rock types (log scale)
throughout earth history. Dolomites are magnesium—rich carbonates.
"tote that the abundance of carbonates increases markedly after an
P°pansion of life dated at about 2.3 9.y. (Frakes, 1979). (After
cconov, 1964; reproduced wit(i the permission of the American
Geological Institute.)

^1

green algae produces the vast majority of the carbonate crud in the surrounding
environments (Stockman et al, 1967). Precambrian carbonate formation may also
have been controlled by organisms, for the carbonates commonly occur in the
form of stromatolites (finely-laminated rock). The origin of this rock type
seems dependent on the presence of bacteria or blue-green algae (Schopf,
1980). Carbonate abundances that parallel the expansion of life after 2.3
B.y. (e.g., Prakes, 1979 - see Fig. 4) further support the concept of a
biological control on the carbon sink.
Since the crust contains over 99.9% of the carbon in the
ocean-atmosphere-crust system (Garrels and MacKenzie, 1972), material balance
considerations therefore suggest a pre-biotic re-partitioning of the carbon
into either the atmosphere or ocean. CO2 partial pressure estimates of
0.01-0.10 atm. exceed present values by 30 -30OX (Garrels and Perry, 1974;
Holland, in Pollack. and Yung, 1980). The high "9 concentrations in
Precambrian carbonates (Fig. 4) are also consistent with an increased partial
pressure of CO 2 (Holland, 1976). Owen et al (1979) calculate that an enhanced
CO2-H 2O greenhoase effect could have produced a mean temperature of 310°K at
4.2 B.y. (the present mean is 287 0 K). finpirical support for high temperatures
is provided by preliminary isotopic analyses of cherts, which indicate ground
water temperatures of 340°K as late as 2.8 9.y. (Knauth and stein, 1976).
In summary, climatic cooling induced by a faint sun may have been offset
by an atmospheric greenhouse effect, caused by high CO2-H2O concentrations.
Ttie first glaciation occurred about 2.3 B.Y. This date coincides with a rapid
expansion of scres rkatolites (e.g., Frakes, 1979) -- an event that may have
sir,±ialed an increased withdrawal of CO 2 from the atmosphere by photosynthetic

o rF^ni s^is .
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A

III. LATE PRECAVBRIAK (2.5 - 0.57 R•Y•)

The Late Precambrian (Proterozoic) contains evidence for two phases of
continental glaciation — at 2.3 and 0.9-0.6 1.3.y.

(Frakes, 1979). 9efore

discussing these events, it is useful to digress briefly and explain some of
the geological criteria used to infer ancient glaciations. 'Three important
criteria are: 1) tillites (mixtites) — a mixture of fine-and coarse-grained
sedimentary particles that are deposited by glaciers; the debris in the base
of the glaciers is left behind when the glacier melts; 2) dropstones
(ice-rafted detritus) — fine-to-median grained layered sedimentary rocks that
contain large particles with associated impact structures; the features form
when icebergs melt, allowing their enclosed sedimentary particles to plummet
through the water eolumn, impacting onto the soft sediment below;
3) striations — grooves engraved in hard rock pavements by grains ground into
the base of moving ice sheets; the subparalle i. lineations enable determination
of glacial flow directions.
The first evidence for glaciation occurs in 2.3 R.y. old rocks from "forth
America, South Africa, and Australia (Frakes, X979). The areal extent of the
individual glaciers is not well known. 'Their presence seems to mark a
threshold te^iperature through which the atmosphere passed. The combination of
low luminosity (Fig. 3) and a "thinned" greenhouse shield could explain the
low temperatures. However, a puzzling dilemma arises when comparing the 2.3
8.y. glacial event with the climate of the subsequent 1.4 B.y.: there is
little evidence for glaciation between 2.3 - 0.9 8.y. (Frakes, 1979). As
mentioned in the introduction, the cap may be due to erosion. 1evertheless,
aluminous clay minerals (kaolinite) indicate intense chemical weathering,
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typical of tropical environments, in sediments overlying the Canadian glacial
deposits (Young, 1973; see also ?rakes, 1979). Preliminary oxygen and
hydrogen isotope values from cherts also suggest ground water temperatures as
high as 20-33 °C at 1.2 R.y. (Knauth and stein, 1976). Physical explanations
for the conjectured moderate climates of the period 2.3 - 0.9 B.y. have not
been adequately explored.
One of the most unusual climatic events in earth history took place
between about 0.9 - 0.6 R . y. At least three glaciations of continental scale
occurred ( Fig. 5). Virtually all regions on the earth that contain
Precambrian rocks show some evidence for glaciation during this time (Fig. 6).
Rurthermore, paleomagnetic evidence suggests that many of the glaciations may
have occurred in low latitudes (McWilliams and !-tElhinny, 1980;
Christie-Slick, 1982; see also Frakes, 1979). Land elevation may have been
relatively low, for marine sediments are interlayered with some of the glacial
deposits (Frakes, 1979). In fact, Frakes, (1979, p.33) has stated that "...if
mixtites were not known from the Late Precambrian, the proportions of shelf
carbonate could be taken as evidence for widespread and continuously warm
climates."

the causes of Late Precambrian glaciations are poorly understood. "hat
the glaciers penetrated into lower latitudes than their recent counterparts
may not necessarily be very significant, for luminosity output was still 10%
less than the present (Fig. 3). Pdevertheless, it is important to add two
notes of caution in interpreting the glaciations: 1) apparent near-global
distribution of glacial deposits (Fig. 6) does not necessarily imply
nearly-synchronous worldwide glaciations. The continents could have drifted
extensively during the period of 300 'I.y. Fbr comparison, 100 million years
afro Inlia was In the southern tropics; 200 millions years ar;o the continents
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Comparison of T-ate Precambrian glacial distributions with the world
distribution of Precambrian rocks in modern continental stable areas.

(a) Global distrib)tion of ^Ia,jor glacial centers on a map showing tree
present dispersal of continents, and their assignment to the time intervals
(I, II, III) of G. Williams (1975) - see Fig. 5. The letter A signifies that

all three tine intervals -nay be represented (from Prakes, 1979; reproduced
with the permission of the author and 7.1sevier Scientific Pub. Co.).
(b) World distribution of Precambrian rocks in modern continental stable
areas. 'Mote that some of the glacial deposits are from marginal marine
locations, which are not classified as stable areas. ( Prom Eicher and
'icAlester, 1930; reproduced with the permission of Prentice-Hall Pub.)
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were all united into the supercontinent of Pangaea; and 300 million years ago
North America straddled the equator; 2) even a synchronous low-latitude
glaciation does not imply an ice-covered earth (a condition considered stable
to large perturbations: see North et al, 1981). The planet was presumably
still covered by 70% water, and the factors responsible for sea-ice formation
and preservation are delicate enough to elicit considerable doubt about the
validity of extrapolating ice-covered continents to imply an ice-covered
ocean. Studies of present sea-ine formation illustrate this point. Fbr
example, Gordon (1981) has suggested that, in the Southern Ocean, the
upwelling of unusually warm subsurface water is an important factor in the
summer meltback of sea ice. In the North Atlantic, sea ice occurs only where
a very low-salinity surface lens overlies distinctly higher-;salinity water
(Weyl, 1968).
In summary, the interval from 2.5 - 0.57 9.y. records four glacial
events, one near the beginning and three near the end. Observations indicate
two perplexing paleoclimatological problems: 1) the occurrence of moderate
climates during a period of presumably low luminosity and low greenhouse
effect; 2) the possibility of extensive low-latitude glaciations. the onset
of Late Precambrian glaciations coincides with one of the major crust-forming
events in earth history (Goodwin, 1981). 'These tectonic events link the Late
Precambrian with the present tectonic regimes of sea-floor spreading (Goodwin,
1981). Viewed from the perspective of tectonic regimes, continental
glaciations have occurred for at least 20% of the most recent (900 M.y.)
regime. 'This figure may be an order of map;iitude larger than that conjectured
for the first 3.7 3.y. of earth history, and implicates plate tectonics as one
of the key underlying causes of glaciation. Further evidence for such a
connection is forthcoming in the following sections.
15
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IV. PALEOZOIC - LATE "WMZOIC (570 - 100 M.y.)
Pbst textbooks on geology describe the interval from 570-100 M.y. as
generally mild, punctuated by two major glacial phases. 'fie impression of
moderate climate is derived from both lack of evidence for frequent widespread
glaciations, and in the environmental interpretation of sedimentary rocks,
particularly limestone. ThOay, shallow water lime sediments are accumulating
prinarilry in the tropics (e.g., fla.tthews, 1974). 9etween 570-100 M.Y.
geological evidence indicates that tropical seas were much more widespread.
Large parts of continental interiors were covered by these shallow,
epiconti.nental (epeiric) seas during marine "transgressions" (sea-level
rises). Tbr example, more than two-thirds of North America was covered by a
shallow sea 430 r9.y. ago (e.g., Dott and 9atten, 1976, Pig. 12.16). In a
landmark paper, Sloss (1963) showed that the sea level history of North
America for the last 570 M.Y. (the Phanerozoic F.on - cf. Pig. 2) could be
summarized as six sequences of transgressions and regressions (Fig. 7).
Pitman (1978, Fig. 8) illustrates a correlation between North American and
African sea-level records for the two most recent sequences, thereby
indicating that the fluctuations are of a global scope.
Although sea-level fluctuations of the last few million years nave been
dominated by fluctuations of continental ice volume, it is generally thought
that the Phanerozoic transgression - regression sequences are not of
"rlacio-eustatic" origin. Rather, they may be related to variations in the
rate of crustal generation along "iti-ocean ridges. Times of increased
upwelling of mapm from the -cantle are associated with a thermal expansion of
ridges, displacing water onto the continents (e.g., hays and Pitman, 1973;
Pitman, 1978).
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The "maritime" climates of the Paleozoic were interrupted by two mayor
plases of ice growth at about 450 and 25u-320 14.y. (Frakes, 1979). Evidence

i

t

for a mayor Ordovician ice sheet at 450 M.Y. can be found in rocks from the
Sahara Desert (Fairbridge, 1970, 1979)• Ice flow indicators suggest flaw from
the vicinity of the present equator (Fig. 8). However, paleomagnetic
reconstructions of paleolatitudes indicate that northern Africa was in the
vicinity of the South Pole during the Ordovician (Fig. 9). In fact, Figure 9
illustrates a remarkable correspondence between occurrences of Paleozoic
glaciations and paleopole pos° dons. 'the late Paleozoic glaciations also

1.
indicate a polar position for a different part of the 0ondwanaland
supercontinent (which moved as one unit through most of the Paleozoic). The
concept that continents in polar latitudes are essential for ice sheet growth
has been strongly influenced by the above result. The reader might object
that this result should carry no nore weight than the opposite indications
from the !ate Precambrian. However, geological data for the late Paleozoic is
both -are extensive and of higher quality than the late Precambrian data
-- thus the stronger influence.
The final suturing of the continents to form Pangaea (Pig. 10) was
completed during the 'Triassic (200 11.y. ago). Since that time continental
fragjnentation has proceeded to the present day. 'Ihe combination of a giganttt;
landmass and emergent shorelines should have resulted in extremely continental
climates. The widespread aridity to be expected from such a climate is
reflected in the rock record (Pig. 11). Permian-Triassic evaporite (salt)
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Fig. 10 A reconstruction of the probable relationships of the continents in
Tria3sic time before they dtirted into their present configurations.

(From Dietz and Holden, 1970; reproduced eiith perrlsston of the
American Geophysical 11nion).
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deposits - which form in arid environments - are Tw.re extensive than at any
other time in the last 600 M . y. (Gordon, 1975). Stevens (1977) estimates that
the salt content of the evaporite deposits is equivalent 'o 10% of the present
ocean's salt. Average oceanic salinities prior to 200 TI.y. should therefore
have been 3 . 0 0/00 greater than the present average of about 35 . 0 0/00.
This increase is more than twice that estimated for Pleistocene ocean
enrichment due to removal of fresh water for ice sheet construction
(Worthington, 1968).
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V. LATE CRETACEOUS (100 M.y.)

Evidence presented above indicates that non-glacial climates have
prevailed for much of earth history. The Late Cretaceous represents one of
the last times for which there is widespread evidence of a non-glacial state.
Coral reefs extended to 30 0 latitude in both hemispheres, and coal deposits
formed at 70 °N paleolatitude (Frakes, 1979). Breadfruit trees grew at 60°N
(paleolatitude) in Greenland (Nathorst, 1911), and palms were present in
Alaska (Gordon, 1973)• The Arctic Ocean was probably ice-free (Clark, 1977)•
Large parts of western Europe, North America, and Africa were flooded by
shallow epicontinental seas (see below, Fig. 15). Oxygen isotope evidence
suggests bottom water temperatures of 14-15°C (F.Mliani, 1961). Estimated
temperature differences from the present (Fig. 12) were greatest at the poles,
and the same or slightly warner in equatorial regions ('Thompson and Rarron,

1981). The globally-averaged temperature is estimated to be 6°C warmer than
present (Thompson and Barron, 1981; Barron et al, 1981). The more symmetric
hemispheric distribution of land, and in particular the decrease in land due
to high sea level,

(Pig. 12)

also suggests a decreased seasonal range of

northern hemisphere temperatures.
4odels addressing the factors responsible for nonglacial states have
often focused on the Tate Cretaceous. Paleogeography (e.g., continents in low
latitudes) has been perhaps the major hypothesis proposed to explain the
nonglacial climates (Frakes and Kemp, 1972; Donn and Shaw, 1977). However,
the model based on high-latitude continents causing global cooling has been
questioned by the important work of Barron and colleagues

( 71g.

13). The

amount of continental areas flooded by shallow seas is more important for
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a measure of the net total global insolation receipt, with Q the
total solar radiation received and a t the global albedo. Calculations are for
an at;nosphereless earth, with average latitudinal insolation values taken from
Sellers (1965). (a) Variations of global insolation due to the migration of
continents across latitude belts and the fluctuations of sealevel (e.g., Fig.
15). 'shed line refers to the total area of land from 180 "1.y. to the
present. mow ani ice prescribed for latitude 70-90°, and no deserts.
(b) :btal insolation receipt if the 1"%-30° lati t, ide zone is considered as a
Mier albedo desert region with an albedo of 0.35. tom 3arron et al, 190;

repraiuca9 with the per-tssLon of the authors and F,lsevier Scientific
'kiblishing Company) .
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energy receipt than is the amount of
1980).

land in high latitudes (Barron et a_,
1.

The areal extent of deserts also plays an important role. Barron et

al (1980) have calculated that large land masses situated beneath the
descending branch of the Hadley cell (10-30° latitude) are responsible for a
greater reduction in insolation receipt than land masses at high latitudes
-- reduction is greater for high insolation receipt/relatively low albedo
(0.35)

than for low insolation receipt/relatively high albedo (0.65). Burrett

(1982) has recently extended the above paleogeographic approach to records
spanning the last 600 M.y.
The Late Cretaceous is also of special climatological interest because
the relatively widespread distribution of rocks provides good spatial control,
allowing for more -,ophisticated climatic analyses. 'Die subject of this
section will therefore focus on atmospheric and oceanic circulation models
that attempt to describe a more physical picture of a non-glacial climatic
state. In a recent study, Barron et al (1981) have employed a
zonally-averaged energy balance model (cf. North et al, 1981) in their
examination of the Cretaceous climate. The model stipulates the surface
temperature of a latitudinal strip as being a function of land/sea heat
capacity, incoming and outgoing radiation, and the divergence of poleward heat
transport:

[R( O)Ts( m,t) _ Q( O,t) [1 - a(O,t) - Fir( O,t) - div F(O,t)
a
8t

(2)

where R = rhenml inertia, Ts = surface air temperature, ¢ = latitude, t =
time, = incoming solar radiation, a = q lbedo, Pi r = outgoing infrared
radiation (parameterized), and F = poleward energy transport by the atmosphere
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Fig. 14 A comparison of Cretaceous temperature simulations with the
hypothetical difference between Cretaceous and present-day
temperatures. `This figure illustrates the inability of a simple
energy balance model to reproduce the major features of the Cretaceous
temperature distribution. The solid line illustrates the temperature
difference between the present-day control simulation and the nominal
Cretaceous distribution (see Fig. 12). The temperature difference between the
present-day control simulation and various Cretaceous simulations, with
Cretaceous land-sea distribution, are indicated as follows: (dotted line),
present base land albedos and present cloud amount; (dashed lines), "wet" base
land albedos and present cloud amount; (dots and dashes), "wet" base land
albedos and uniform 0.5 cloud amount. (A) Comparison of land albedo
assumptions. (9) Comparison of present and uniform 0.5 cloud amounts.
(C) Comparison of present and uniform 0.5 cloud amounts with a hypothetical
Cretaceous distribution of surface temperature minus cloud top temperature.
The closer the dotter or dashed lines curves are to the solid curve, the
"better" the simulation (see 9arron et al, 1981, for details). (From Barron
et al, SCIENCE, 212:501-508, 1 May 1971; copyright 1981 by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science).
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and oceans. Atmospheric transport is modeled as a diffusive process. Due to
the difficulty of reliably estimating even present ocean transport values,
Cretaceous values are specified as present annual mean values.
The principal results (Fig. 14) of the late Cretaceous analysis are:
1) the different land/sea distributions can account for only 40% of the
difference between the globally-averaged temperature and the inferred
Cretaceous temperature in the model; 2) realistic adjustments to model
parameterization for decreased high-latitude cloudiness, decreased cloud-top
radiating temperature, or decreased albedo (due to lush vegetation) -- all
result in planetary warming but do not achieve the hypothesized distribution
of temperature with respect to latitude (Fig. 14); 3) either the geological
data is open to major re-interpretation, or important non--diffusive heat
transport processes must have been operating to explain warm polar
temperatures. Two studies have addressed the latter question by focusing on
possible changes in the deep and surface ocean circulation. It is already
known that today the ocean is at times responsible for as munch as one-third of
the poleward energy transport (von der Haar and Oort, 1973). Changes could
therefore greatly riodify the amount of heat transported to polar regions.
'he Cretaceous surface circulation analysis (Luyendyk et al, 1972)
involves a reconstruction that used a rotating tank model of the northern
hemisphere, complete with realistic continental configurations (Fig. 15). In
the 1950's, von Arx (1952, 1957) used this same apparatus to experimentally
reproduce the major features of the present oceanic circulation. Variations
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in planetary vorticity are simulated with a variable-depth floor in the tank
(poleward movement causes vortex shrinking). Winds are simulated by pumping
air through an array of copper tubes suspended over the dishpan. The
westerlies are displaced 10 0 of latitude poleward of their present position,
with velocities the same as at present. Adjustments to wind velocities
affected ocean current velocities, but did not substantially alter patterns.
Results indicate: 1) the Oulf Stream penetrated to the latitude of
Newfoundland before turning eastward towards F)urope; because the Norwegian and
Labrador Seas had not yet opened, warm water could not penetrate to the pole
by means of the Atlantic; 2) a circum-equatorial zonal current flowed through
an equatorial seaway (Tethys Sea) from "1alaysia to Gibralter; the current
continued eastward across the Atlantic, through an open Isthmus of Panama, and
across the Pacific;

3)

in the Pacific, the Kuroshio Current was stronger, and

the subpolar gyre was similar to that which occurs there today. This gyre
should have effectively blocked advection of warm Pacific waters to the Arctic
Ocean. 'Thus, a surface circulation reconstruction cannot produce warn
currents penetrating to the North Pole.
the Cretaceous deep-water circulation was probably different from the
present. In addition to warmer deep waters, the turnover rate cf the deep
waters was also occasionally low: Deep-Sea Drilling Project results from the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans reveal widespread occurrences of
Cretaceous r>lack shales. `Ihe coloration indicates large amounts of organic
matter, which in turn probably reflects anoxic conditions in old bottom water.
In fact, man and Cita (1977) have estimated that the organic carbon content
of the shales exceeds the organic carbon content of all known coal and
hydrocarbon reservoirs.
i
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Kraus (1978) has suggested that a feasible mechanism for transporting
heat poleward is via warm, saline deep-water plumes. °Ibday, such features
form in the Mediterranean, contributing water to the upper levels of the North
i

Atlantic Deep Water. Some of the Mediterranean water can be traced along
density surfaces that shallow to the north and outcrop in the Norwegian Sea
(Reid, 1979). At present, the volumetric output of fediterranean water is
1 x 106 m3 /s (Worthington, 1976), which is only about 1/30 the average
transport of, for example, the Florida Current (Niiler and Richardson, 1973)•
Kraus (1978) has suggested that a larger input rate of saline water could
substantially affect the amount of heat transported poleward. A broad Tethys
Sea, with adjacent flooded regions of nurope and Africa (Fig. 15), would be an
ideal locus for the formation of the hig^ily-saline waters. Preliminary
calculations suggest that an ice-free Arctic could be maintained by such a
process. Pbre detailed investigations are now in progress on this intriguing
possibility.
In conclusion, the warmer temperatures of the Cretaceous are partly due
to changes in albedo and land-sea distribution. Despite the sizeable
contributions of paleogeographic factors, simple energ y balance models still
cannot account for the global distribution of Cretaceous temperatures (9arron
et al, 1931). Clouds may have played a more important role In modifying the
temperature patterns. Changes in surface and deep-ocean circulations may also
have been important. At present the problem is unresolved.
A final, perplexing feature of non-glacial climates involves the
discrepancy between insolation receipt at high latitudes and the distribution
of fauna and flora north of the Arctic Circle (Donn and Shaw, 1977; Donn,
1981). The most reliable evidence pertaining to this phena^ienon actually
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comes from a rich fossil site from the Focene (about 50 M-y.) of Ellesmere
Island, west of Greenland (Dawson et al, 1976). The present latitude of the
fossil site is about 78 0 . Paleomagnetic results indicate the paleolatitude of
this site was also about 78 0 (McKenna, 1980). Some of the vertebrates from
the site include alligators and "flying lenrars", the latter occurring today
only in southeast Asia (FJstes and Ritchinson, 1980; McKenna, 1980). 'Mere is
some question as to whether the broadleaf tropical plants at this site could
have survived under an insolation regime similar to'today (Wolfe, 1980; Donn,
1981). In other words, even if polar temperatures were in fact warmer during
non-glacials, the year-round insolation receipt rd4-it still have been
insufficient to support the type of photosynthetic activities that tropical
plants are adapt? to. This objection may not impress a geophysicist, but
biologists would point out that photosynthetic mechanisms ground into the
genes at fundamental levels are unlikely to radically transform even over
periods of 20-40 million years. Thus, although it may be possible to re-tune
climatic models to produce more heat at high latitudes, no amount of re-tuning
can produce more light in the winter months. TLesolution of this paradox may
well provide important information for reasonable physical models of
nonglacial climates.
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Fig. 16 Temperature of growth of mollusk shells vs. 0-18/0-16 ratio in the
shells. 'Ibis figure illustrates that measured variations in past
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paleotemperatures. (From Epstein et al, 1953; reproduced with the
pernission of the Oeological Society of America).
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VI. LATE CRRTACEOUS - LATE CENOZOIC (100-1.7 M.y.)

It is an inevitable feature of geologic data that the younger the rocks,
the higher the data quality. Increased quality results in model revisions.
The period 100-1.7 M.Y. is a classic example of an interval that has witnessed
a large increase of new, hig"uality data. As a result, there are at present
two interpretations of the climatic history of the interval, and resolution of
the differences must await more data. Consequently, this section will present
two summaries of climate history, 100 -1.7 M.Y.
A fundamental tool in both interpretations involves a technique that has
been an invaluable aid in examining the climatic history of the last 100 M.y.
180/160 stable isotope analysis. In 1947, Harold Urey proposed that
carbonates precipitated from different water temperatures should have
different ratios of 180/160. Fpstein et al (1953) verified that theory with
'Laboratory mollusks grown at different temperatures (Fig. 16). A 1.0 0/00
increase in 180 results from a 4 °C decrease in water temperature, or a
0.4 0/00 increase in salinity. Shackleton (1974; Shackleton and Opdyke,
1973) greatly expanded the usefulness of the method by developing a

higi-precision, smtiall-sample, rapid analytical technique. The reader is
referred to Duplessy (1S"8) for a recent discussion of the method.
The most commonly used fossils for 180 analyses are foraminifera
(Fig. 17) - single-celled amoeba-like organisms with CaCO3 shells. There are
both planktonic (surface and near-surface) and benthonic (bottom dwelling)
varieties, and thus both surface anti bottom paleotenperatures can be recorded.
The planktonic variety has aeen a major constituent of deep-sea sedimeni for
over 100 M.y.
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'yhe fundamental geological problem associated with 180 interpretation
Involves the realization by D vniliani (1 1.1 55) that the 180 content of seawater
can also be affected by the formation of ice sheets. Due to the differences
In atomic mass of 160 and 180, seawater is preferentially enriched in 180 by
evaporation processes that supply H 2O for ice sheets. 'Thus, past 180 changes
can be due to either temperature, salinity, or ice volume changes. Because of
the conservative properties of salinity, temperature and ice volume represent
the two variables --%t susceptible to fluctuation. A great deal of effort has
been expended in the last 25 years in separating the two effects. Shackleton
(1967) succeeded in achieving this goal for the Pleistocene (see next
section). However, failure to definitively isolate the ice volume affect for
pre-Pleistocene sediments has resulted in two interpretations of climate,
100-1.7 M.Y. Since the models div^:rge primarily for data covering the last 40
r1.y., the inferred histor ry of the pre t;ling interval will first be discussed.
"he prick pal climatic results of the interval 100-40 M.y. are as follows
(Fig. 18): a cycle of mild cooling followed by warai.ng covered the integral
100--50 M.Y. (e.g., Savin, 1977). ^1attom water temperatures were as high as
15°C as late as 50 1.y. (Shackleton and YRnnett, 1975a). 9iackleton (1978)
notes that Reid and Chandler (1930 report a rich tropical "lora from London

Clay samples of this acre. Sol! profiles originating under tror,'.cal conditions
extended to 45°

paleolatitude in both hemispheres (Frakes, 1979).

"'he Sr^rerva2 100-40 1 1.y. also contains evidence of an apparent encounter

wa",h a large it -h-crossing, asteroid (Alvarez et al, 1980) . The now-famous
i,npact occurred at the Cretaceous Teriary boundary (65 M.y., cf. Fig. 2), and
was as g ocxated wit': a lodger period of time that witnessed the extinction of
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Pig. 18 Variations of surface and bottm -water 0-18 ratios in the North
Pacific for the last 70 M.Y. In one model of Cenozoic climate, the
pre-14 !1.y. 0-18 changes are interpreted in terns of temperature
changes (see text). (From Savin, 1977; reproduced, with pernission,

`J

from Annual Reviews of the Earth and Planetary Sciences, v. 5.
Copyright 1977 by Annual Reviews Inc.).
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an estimated half of all living species (Hassell, 1979). The event presumably
injected a large amount of dust into the upper atmosphere. Since analyses of
historical data (e.g., Mass and Schneider, 1977) indicate a correlation
between increased volcanic dust and decreasing temperatures, it would be
informative to determine the climatic response associated with a very large
dust veil event. Surprisingly, 180 analyses indicate that, if anything, the
Cretaceous-'Deriary boundary was associated with a slight warning of ocean
waters (Aoersma et al, 1979).
Cenozoic Glaciation - Pbdel I

The rain feature of "bdel I involves the

conclusion that the Antarctic Ice Sheet formed about 12-15 M.Y. In order to
place this conclusion in perspective, the 180 record from 40-15 M.Y. must be
discussed. A dramatic 180 change at 38 M.Y. (Fig. 18) may have marked the
development of a more vigorous, colder deep-water circulation as a result of
Antarctic 9ottom Water Formation (Kennett and Shackleton, 1976). This water
mass is one of the two main water masses in the world ocean (Sverdrup et al,
1941), and presently fo gs primarily (e.g., Gordon, 1966) in the Weddell Sea
(see below, Figure 22). Closely-spaced core samples (Fig. 19) indicate that
the cooling may have taken place in less than 100,000 years (Kennett and
Shackleton, 1976). Kennett et al (1974) cite geological evidence that suggest
the separation of Australia from Antarctica (Fig. 20) at about this time may
have contributed to southern cooling by inhibiting poleward transport of
warn ocean current: (Frakes and Kemp, 1972). 'Ilse Drake Passage between
Antarctica and South America appears to have opened later, at perhaps about 30
M.Y. (9arker and Burrell, 1977). At this time, the Antarctic Circunpolar
''urrent was established, and the thermal isolation of Antarctica ccxnplete(i.
i
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Pig. 20 Paleogeographic evolution of the Southern ?-iemisphere during part of
(b) Oligocene (about 35
the Cenozoic. (a) 7ocene (about 50 r1.y.):
1 1.y.). 'Ne t;reakup of the continents in the Southern He-Lisnhere is
thousht to have hal a profounl effect on the cir-ilation of the
Antarctic Circumpolar C^urrent, and on the climate ,f Antarctica.
( Prom Tarl{ , ig, 1978, in Cli^atic Change; reproduced with the

per-rission of Cambrilge Univ. Press) .
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With the establishment of the Antarctic 9ottom water, Shackleton and
Kennett (1975a) reasoned that the next significant change In 18 0 at 12-15 M.Y.
should indicate the formation of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. (ether geological
data, discussed below, indicated that Northern Hemisphere glaciation did not
commence until about 3.0 M.y.)
Cenozoic Glaciation - %del II

The principal feature of rbdel II

involves a re-interpretation of the low-latitude isotope data illustrated in
Figure 18. !1atthews and Poore (1980) r_t that the planktonic (surface) 180
record 30-40 rl.y. also varies significantl< r in this record. Since CLIP4AP
(1976) results imply that low-latitude sea-surface temperatures varied little
even during the last glacial maximum, then the Cenozoic planktonic 180
excursions may be of ice-volume origin. This interpretation implies
significant ice volume for at least the last 40 M.y. Matthews and Poore
suggest that ice-volume related sea level changes m<iy be in part responsible
for large sea level fluctuations during that time period as mapped by seismic
techniques (Fig. 21). 'Their interpretation is also supported by glacial
geologic work on Antarctic, which suggests that the Antarctic Ice Sheet may
have been at least as large as at present at 30 M.Y. (LeMasurier, 1982).

The present Antarctic Ice Sheet (Pig. 22) consists of both cast and West
Antarcti Ice Sheets, separated from each other by the Transantarctic r4tns.
The Fast Antarctic Ice Sheet is an order of magnitude larger than the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet (Denton et al, 1971). r1bgether, the ice masses comprise a
volume equivalent to 55 m of sea level (Denton et al, 1971). Glacial studies
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in ice-free valleys of the Transantarctic Mtns. record times when the Fast
Antarctic Ice Sheet was larger than present (Denton et al, 1971): thickening
of the ice sheet caused spillover of glaciers into the dry valleys, and
interbedded basalt flows provide radiometric dates for the ice advances. From
these and other studies, it is known that the Antarctic Ice Sheet was at least
as large as at present prior to 4.0 1M.y. (Denton et al, 1971). As previously
noted, one study suggests a large ice sheet as early as 30 M.Y. (LeMasurier,

1982). Some studies suggest that between 4.0-5.5 M.Y. the ice sheet may have
been as much as 50% larger than present (Shackleton and Kennett, 1975b; see
also Frakes, 1979): the Ross Ice Shelf (Fig. 19) expanded to the edge of the
continental shelf (Hayes and Frakes, 1975), and there was a strong northward
penetration of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Kemp et al, 1975).
Northern Hemisphere Glaciation The

history of northern hemisphere

climate must be considered in two parts - evidence for cooling, and evidence
for glaciation. Analyses of North Atlantic and North Pacific records indicate
some pronounced temperature decreases that extend tack to at least 10 M.y.
(Keller, 1979, 1980; Poore, 1981). Additionally, the Arctic Ocean has been
ice-covered for at least t,e last 5 M-y. (Clark, 1971; Clark et al, 1980).
Northern hemisphere ,glaciation was apparently initiated several million
years after Antarctic glaciation. the present best estimate is about 3.0 M.Y.
ago. This figure is based on distribution of ice-rafted detritus in the North
Pacific (Kent et al, 1971) and Labrador Sea (Rrggren, 1972), tills in Iceland
("icDougall and Wensink, 1966), and 18 0 (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1977). North
Atlantic Deep Water production also may have increased at this time (9arker et
al, 1981). Shackleton and Opdyke (1977) also show that between 2.5-3.0 M-y.,
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closely-spaced, large-scale oscillations were initiated (T'ig. 23). This
pattern has persisted to the present day. Ice volume estimates indicate
maxima about two-thirds of those for the lAte Pleistocene.
Although the causes for northern hemisphere ice initiation cannot be
established with confidence, the study of ocean circulation models (Luyendyk
et al, 1972; cf. Fig. 15) suggests one possibility. Prior to 3.0 M.y.,
experiments conducted with an open Isthmus of Panama indicate that there was a
throtkghflow of warm Gulf Stream water from the North Atlantic through the
Arctic to the Pacific. With closure of the Isthmus, the current withdrew to
the present position in the Norwegian Sea. Luyendyk et al (1972) note that
the geological evidence for Central American uplift coincides closely with the
initiation of northern hemisphere ice cover.
Prospectus - The above models of pre-Pleistocene climatic fluctuations
may be subjected to more rigorous testing and revision in the next few years,
with the principal agent of change being the newly developed hydraulic piston
core (see, e.g., La9recque, 1931). This device can be fitted to the rigs of
the deep-sea drilling ships Glomar Challenger or Glomar Explorer, and for the
first time enables recovery of undisturbed sequences of soft-sediment between
the surface and the hard-rock layer, which is already retrievable by means of
conventional rotary-{frilling techniques. Hig) —quality continuous records that
extend millions of years beyond the previous limit of about 2 1.y. will soon
be available for paleoclimatic analysis, and prospects for model revision are
excellent.
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VII. FLEIS10CENE (1.7 - 0.01 M-y.)

Although comprising less that 0.1 % of FArth history, the Pleistocene
Epoch has been studied more intensively than the rest of the paleoclimatic
record. This imbalance is due to the juxtaposition of Pleistocene climates
with the present Holocene interglacial climate, relatively easy access to a
wide variety of geological exposures, and amenability of the data to more
rigorous, quantitative analysis. In keeping with this ratio, most of the
remaining part of the text will examine techniques and results from the
Pleistocene and Holocene Epochs. `Ibgether, these epochs comprise the
Quaternary Period (see Fig. 24 for an illustration of the most common
Quaternary terms). The Pleistocene section will be sub-dividers into six
subjects: a) development of a Pleistocene chronolo3Y; b) methods of faunal
analysis; c) results of the 18,000 YRP (years before present) CLDIAP Project;
d) temporal trends of some Pleistocene records; e) correlations with orbital
perturbation;:; f) models of glacial inception.

A. Pleistocene Chronology

'Die development of a Pleistocene timaescale is perhaps best underst-)od
when viewed from an historical perspective of the entire Pleistocene
discipline. Farly studies in 'forth

America and western FLrope suggested four

major episodes of contiriental glaciation. The "multiple glaciation
hypothesis" was based on evidence such as the interbedding of glacial tills
with deeply-weathered soils, which required long intervals of interglacial
climate in order to develop. ".the chronology of the events was essentially
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unknown beyond the range of 14C dating (about 50,000 years on land). In the
mid-1950's, Cesare Fbiliani, a student of Harold Urey's, greatly modified this
picture by application of the oxygen isotope technique to deep-sea sediments
(see Section V). In many cases, the sediments are comprised chiefly of the
remains of microscopic planktonic organisms. 'their near-continuous
accumulation on the seafloor offered the potential for a continuous record of
climatic change spanning several hundred thousand years. Thiliani (1955)
discovered evidence ror many more glaciations than had previously been
anticipated. The continental record should therefore be considered a
fragmentary history of glacial fluctuations, with detailed correlations over
wide areas often highly suspect beyond the range of 14 C dating (see Kukla,
1977). 9ecause of these uncertainties, workers who are not actively involved
in Quaternary land geology are advised to refrain from using any proper names
of continental glacial events that pre-date 50,000 Y9P.
Although Fhiliani made many valuable contributions to concepts of ice-age
climates, more than fifteen years passed before two critical questions
concerning the 180 record could be successfully interpreted: 1) how much of
the 180 changes were due to sea-surface temperature (S,71) changes, and how
much were due to the concentration of isotopically light 160 in continental
ice sheets during glacial advances? 2) what was the absolute chronology of
the glacial fluctuations? fiis latter problem had to be approached
circuitously, for direct dating of deep-sea sediments could not in itself
provide a satisfactory chronolog y : 14C dating of marine carbonates is
enerally unreliable beyond about 30,000 Y9P. Uranium-series techniques can
only be utilized to get approximate age estimates, because the methods are
beset with questionable :Asst-options concealing constancy of sedimentation
rates l,e.g., Proecker, 1974).
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The first problem was resolved by two different approaches -- 180
anaalysts of benthonic foraminifera in deep-sea sediments (Shackleton, 1967;
Shackleton and Gpdyke, 1973), and development of a transfer function to
estimate SST from foraminiferal abundances (Imhrie and Kipp, 1971).
Discussion of the latter approach will be deferred to the methods section.
The 180 analysis of benthonic foramin.fera provided the first indication that
most of the isotopic change in seawater was due to the "ice volume" effect
(Pig. 25). 'fie reasoning is as follows: since bottom water temperatures vary
by onl,,• a small amo.int and are near their minimum value, glacial 18O changes
In bottorl-dwellinb benthonic foraminifera mast primarily reflect cnar,beo in
continental ice volume. Global synchroneity of isotopic charges is then only
constrained by the mixing time of the oceans (about 1000 years - Rroecker,

1963). The ice volume effect of about 1.6 0/00 accounts for about 80% of the
change in marry planktonic 130 records. The above approach yielded similar
results when 180 variations in surface-dwelling foraminifera were measured in
a core from a region with a stable SST history (Crowley and Tiatthews, 1982).
Developynent of an absolute chronology for deep-sea cores has received
impetus from two different approaches, one that focuses on the late
Quaternary, the other that addresses the tLnftng of older events. In a study
of uplifted coral reef terraces on PA rbados, ^leselella et al (1969) utilized
uranium-series dates on isotopes trapped in the carbonate crystal lattice to
determine that the ages of some interglacial-reef forrations centered on 82,
105, and 125,000 Y9P. 180 analyses of corals and mollusks in the reefs were
then used to -etch the patterns of isotope ratios with the deep-sea 190 record
(.Sh=tckleton anI 1atthews, 1977; Fairbanks amd %tthews, 1978) . 'fir example,
the samples In the 125,000 Y 13P terrace consistently ha g the lightest 180
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values (i.e., most negative). 'These samples correspond to 180 Stage 5e in the
deep-sea record (cf. Fig. 24). 180 Stage 5e therefore became a critical
tie-point in the development of an absolute chronology.
The clarification of the chronology for the last 125,000 yrs. has enabled
calibration of the 180 record in terms of absolute ice volume changes. Fbr
example, various techniques

been used to estimate that a volume of water

equivalent to approx:?nately 150 m of sea level was evaporated to construct the
ice sheets (Hughes et a:,_, 1981;. Utilizing an average glacial-interglacial
180 range of 1.6 0/00 (Shackleton, 1977b), every change of 10 m in sea level
produces a 0.10 0/00 change in 1F0. The method predicts ice volume changes
during 180 Stages 5a, 5c, & 5e (Fig. 26) of - 45m, - 45m, and + 15m (with
respect to the present). These values agree well with estimates of - 45m,
- 43m, and + 5m from coral reef terraces on Barbados (Fairbanks and Matthews,
1978).
Paleomagnetic studies have provided the key to age interpretation of
Pleistocene sections older than 150,000 YBP. The pattern of magnetic
reversals in sediments is correlated to the continental pattern, where
absolute ages for reversal boundaries are determined by potassium-argon dating
of land basalts. Shackleton and Opdyke (1973) were the first to determine
that the last major reversal, the Rrunhesnlatuyama boundary, occurred wit`An
18O Sta`;e 19 (Fig. 7). Correlations were later extended to the entire
Pleistocene (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1976). Since sedimentation rates in
deep-sea cores are often nearly constant, age boundaries of isotonic stages
could be linearly interpolated from magnetic reversal boundaries. The stage
was now set for spectral analysis of the paleoclimatic indices. Before those
results are discussed, however, it is useful to review some of the techniques
of faunal "analysis.
51
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B. P9ethods of Faunal Analysis

This section discusses three aspects of data analysis: 1) retrieval and
processing or raw core samples; 2) statistical techniques of data
:manipulation; 3) problems of interpreting paleoclimatic results.
Retrieval and processing of raw samples This section recounts typical
sampling techniques developed at the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
during the past 25 years. The Ewing piston core (Fig. 2.8) is a common device
used for the recovery of deep-sea sediments. Cores of 8-cm diameter and
5-20 m length can be taken with relative ease. The core contains an interior,
snugly-fitting piston and is fitted with a 900 kg weight and a small companion
trigger weight core. When lowered from the ship, the trigger weight core
extends about 5--m below the bottom of the piston core. Near the aeafloor the
apparatus is slowly lowered w^til the trigger weight penetrates the sediment
to a depth of 10-40 cm. The resultant slack on the wire leading to the main
core triggers a free fall, with the core barrel sliding past the piston as the
barrel penetrates the sediment. A core catcher, consisting of light flexible
tangs, prevents the sediment from sliding out during the process of
hauling-in. 'Ihe core is described and tht.l returned to shore for storage.
Half of the core is preseried as an archive record, and half is available for
sampling. The present inventory at Lamont numbers over 12,000 cores from
virtually every part of the world ocean.
The following discussion recounts a typical ('r,i r 1AP prescription for
sanplir^, planktonic foraminifera. !'A y res are sampled at intervals of 2-, 5-,
or 10-cm. Sample sizes are typically about a cubic centimeter (2-3 gm). The
dried sediment sample is disaggreanted in water and sieved, with different
size fractions preserved for 4if:"erent studies. "he fraction > 149 u com^"nly
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contains several thousand specimens of adult planktonic foraminifera. A
sample splitter is used to pare the sample down to 300-400 specimens.
Statistical tests have shown that a sample this size yields reproducible
results at the 80% confidence level (Imbrie et

al, 1973).

Specimens strewn on microscope slides are identified and counted. There
are about 30 species of planktonic foraminifera that inhabit the surface
waters of the world ocean. The census of species are then listed in tabular
form. Each row represents a different sample, either from a different core
depth or from a geographi,<i; array of surface samples. Each column represents
a different variable (species of foraminifera). Elements of the data matrix
therefore represent frequency of a particular species in an individual sample.
The resultant rectangular matrix is now in a form suitable for statistical
analysis.
Statistical `Techniques

This section discusses how environmental

estimates are extracted from paleontological data. The procedure involves
three steps: 1) description of floral/faunal ecological patterns in terns of
end-member samples; 2) calibration of end-member samples against
environmental variables (e.g., sea-surface temperature, SST); 3) estimation
of paleoenvironmental values from paleoecological distributions of flora and
fauna. The example in this section discusses how SST-records are obtained
from the geographic distribution of planktonic foraminifera in 191 North
Atlantic surface sediment samples (Kipp, 1976). However, the method has much
broader applicability, and can be used for other biological groups (e.g.,
plants - Webb and '1cAnl rows, 1976) and other physical variables (e.g.,
precipitation and ocean salinity - Webb and Bryson, 1972; Cullen, 1981). The
reader is referred to Sachs et al (1977) for a more com p lete discussion of

this subject.
94

1. Description of data in terms of end member samples. As discussed in
the previous section, there are about 30 species of planktonic foraminifera in
the world ocean. The species are not uniformly distributed. Some live in
tropical waters, others in polar waters. The different species therefore tend
to cluster into a smaller number of ecological assemblages (tropical, polar,
etc.). An analogy can be drawn from the distribution of land plants -- e.g.,
tropical (rain forest), temperate (broadleaf deciduous), savannah (oak grasses), or boreal (spruce - pine). This nearly universal clustering
tendency of organisms allows for a more economical description of sample
distributions. Rather than describing each geographical sample separately,
all samples can be characterized by a few average, end-member samples
(tropical, subtropical, etc.) A standard procedure for objectively
identifying the end members involves some form of reduction in dimensionality
(e.g., principal component analysis, factor analysis). 'These methods have
also been widely used in meteorology and oceanography (e.g., Kutzbach, 1967;
Weare et a1, 1976). The vectors in the principal coordinate matrix are the
desired average end members, and are determined by computing the eigenvalues
of the raw data matrix.
The standard starting point for the analysis involves a rectangular data
matrix such as that described in the previous section. The matrix for this
example represents a geographic array of North Atlantic surface sediment
samples (core tops, ct). Utilizing the symbols of Imbrie and Kipp (1971), the
technique describes a row-normalized rectangular data matrix (U ct ) as a
product of two matrices
TJct = AP + F
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with F = an .iigenvector matrix premaltiplied by a matrix of weights (A), and E
= the error matrix. The matrix of weights determines the proportional
contribution of each of the eigenvectors to a particular sample. 'the term
"factor loading" is the expression that describes the amount of this relative
contribution.
Although the first eigenvector is constrained to explain the maximum
amount of variance in a system, the physical significance of the eigenvectors
may in some cases be obscure (for an illuminating example, see Walsh and
Richman, 1981). T7 facilitate interpretation, it is sometimes useful to
rotate the eigenvectors with the orthogonal varimax rotation (Kaiser, 1958),
F3 = AT

(4)

with R the matrix of rotated factor loadings, and T a transformation matrix,
which rigidly rotates A through angles determined by the varimax criterion
(for additional details, see Haman, 1976; J6reskog et al, 1976).
Analysis of 191 North Atlantic surface samples indicates that six
eigenvectors account for 92% of the variance (Kipp, 1976). The end members
are also sensitive indicators of climatic conditions. There is a re-arkable
correspondence between the geographic distribution of these factors and the
riajor features of the 'forth Atlantic circulation (Fig. 2.9): the North
Equatorial C^irrent, western and eastern boundary currents, the !forth Atlantic
:urrent, "'a rgasso Sea, polar front, and subtropical convergence can easily be
distinguished by Tralients in the factor loadings. Similar results have been

obtained from ?acif"ic and Indian Ocean sedi^lents (9e and 4utson, 1977; "bore,
1978).
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2. Calibration of samples against environmental variables. Once end
members have been isolated, th,y can be used to develop a transfer function.
This technique interprets faunal abundances in terms of environmental
variables. Fbr example, a sample containing 80% tropical fauna and 20%
subtropical fauna would tend to correlate with relatively high SST.
Additionally, in a sample containing four different end members, some factors
may correlate better with temperature than others (the other factors may be
more influenced by salinity, nutrient levels in the ocean, etc.). An
objective method of evaluating the relative importance of each factor is by
means of a multiple regression, which compares the factors abundances with SST
(anti other variables), defines the relative importance of the different
factors, and computes their overall correlation.
In order to derive paleoenvironmental estimates (temperature, salinity,
etc.) from paleoecological data, the matrix of weights (9) for the core tors
is first correlated with average observed values in the overlying water
column by means of a nonlinear regression (see Imbrie and Kipp, 1971, pp. 86

ff.).
Yct ° g2ct K + ko

(5)

with Yc t being the riatrix of environmental estimates, K the coefficients of
the regression, and k, ) the intercept. A scattergram of results (Fig. 30) for
winter temperature attests to the power of the method: the multiple
correlatio; coefficient is 0.991, with a standard error of estimate of 1.2°C,
and an g0% confidence interval of 1.5°C (Kipp, 1976). 'Ibe relatively
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laws

confidence interval seems to reflect a natural noise level in

paleoceanographic data. The problem can be partially circumvented by multiple
sample analyses, because the confidence interval shrinks by a factor of N112
(N = number of samples).
3. Fz timates of paleoenvironnental values from paleoecological
distributions of flora and fauna. The principal behind paleoenvironmental
estimates is simple: if a sample from the past has the same faunal
composition as a sample from the present (with known correlations with
temperature, salinity, etc.), then it is assumed that the past samples
represent the same considiton. The manner in which the estimates are obtained
involves recognition that the matrix of weights (9) is the variable required
to produce the temperature estimates (cf. equation 5). In the core top
equation, the p matrix is coupled with the eigenvector matrix in the form
Ti ct = Rct F(6)
However, 9 can be easily isolated. !because F is a row—wis p orthonormal
a

matrix, multiplication of both sides of (6) by F' (= F transpose) yields
UcU

= get

(7)

(note that FF' = I, the identity matrix). It is the F' matrix that is
used to isolate 9 ..i independent data sets, such as a single core (each row in
a core is a .0 fferent core depth):

f)cF' = gc

(8)

:he new -na.trix of weights for the core is the y, combined with the constant and
regression coefficients from (6) in order to calculate pal eoernvironrnentaI
estimates for the care

Y, _ '^' c K + lto(9)
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It should be noted that operation of tM transposed eigenvector matrix on
an independent data set assumes that ecological relations of species in the
new data set are the same as in the original. One check on this assumption is
to calculate the communality of the samples (equal to the sum of squares of
elements in the 1 1 th row of 9). Comrtunalities approaching 1.0 indicate that
most of the original infor ation in the data matrix has been retained.
Another check on the above assumption is to note that the turnover rate of
Individual species of planktonic fom dnifera is about 2-4 m.y. (Berggren,

1969). 'therefore,

relatively little evolution has probably occurred in Late

Quaternary samples. However, extinctions or the appearance of new species
will by necessity alter , the composition of eigenvectors in unknown ways.
Since one definition of the Pliocene/Pleistocene boundary at 1.7 M.Y. is
appearance of a new species of planktonic foraminifera (e.g., 9erggren et al
1980), paleotemperature estimates with the Imbrie—Kipp method have been
restricted to the last 1.7 million years.
Problems

of interpreting paleoclimatic results Every worker in

paleocli--atology is well aware of the difficulties involved in extracting;
meaningful climatic information from geological data. 1arine records have
often been eroded, dissolved, or 'nixed (either by burrowing organisms in the
sedinent o€• in the mechanical process of corirv ; ), and each of the effects mast
be isolated and eliminated before a useful elinatic record can be constructed.
'4owever, even at this point, serious interpretive errors can be made. In this
section, I stave included some Axa^ipl es of problems involved in interpreting
ccrpleted paleoclimatic results.
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content in the eastern tropical Atlantic.
(a) Carbonate curves from
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The first example (Fig. 31) involves interpretation of geochemical
sia
,,nals. The signals are variations of calcium carbonate in sediment cores
from the central ^Jorth Atlantic. calcium carbonate is a major constituent of
deep-sea sediments, and percent fluctuations have been used to interpret such
varied phenor^ena as oceanic productivity, deep-water production rates, and
Intensity of trand trade winds (9roecker, 1971; Hays and Peruzza, 1972;
McIntyre et al, ;y'(2). An inspection of the three records in Fig. 31-a
illustr?tes a different pattern for each core, from relatively constant
percentages in the shallow core to pronounced fluctuations of differing
intensity in deeper cores. In order to understand why closely-spaced samples
can record such different patterns, it i° necessary to place the patterns

within a dynamic framework.
The carbonate decreases in the cores can be attributed to factors such as
increases dissolution of seafloor calciLn carbonate by bottom waters (Gardner,
1975) and increased input of non-carbonate material from the continents _.g.,

9roecker et al, 1950. In general, the noncarborkite material is infected into
the basins by turbidity currents moving down the continental slope (Ewing and
^,onnary, 1970); in this case, the continental slope of Africa (Pig. 31-b).
Glacial carbonate values therefore decreases under increases bottom water
corrosion arid dilution, with the effect penetrating into shall wer levels as
the intensity of the events increased (the deepest core would still record the

, nest severe effects). Very shallow cores such as 114-8 (Pig. 31,a) would
therefore be insolated from the -Modifying effects of the deep events.
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Another record raises two other problems involved in interpreting
climatic records (Fig. 32). A SST-record from west of Ireland records very
sharp temperature changes during the last 130,000 years (Sancetta et al,
1973)• However, the sharp changes are not due to an instantaneous global
change, but rather local passage of the North Atlantic polar front anross the
core site (McIntyre et al, 1972 1 . Although the local changes of SST were
virtually instantaneous, several thousand years were required (Fig. 32-b) for
the migration of the polar front from its glacial--maximum position at 42N to
its present position in the northwest Atlantic (Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1973)•
In addition, a comparison of the phase relationships between SST and ice
volume would yield different phasing, dependiril on whether the records were
located off the coasts of Spain or Greenland (cf. Hays et al, 1976x).
The above discussion is intended to introduce a note of caution toward
the interpretation of paleoclimatic patterns. The primary conclusion from the
analysis is that geological records must be interpreted within a local
framework: of dynamic processes before it becomes ,justifiable to extract any
trend of global significance from the results. Failure to do so may lead to
erroneous conclusions. Tbr example, a rapid shift of 180 in the Greenland ice
core has sometimes been cited as evidence for a very rapid climatic change

(Flohn, 1979; Dansgaard, 1981). 9ut is this conclusion justifiable if local
changes in atmospheric circulation patterns are taken into consideration? The
obvious counter to local L-npediments is the establishment of a broader
geographic array of ietalled records — a goal that the SPF,CMAP Project
(lappiriq Variations in :ocean Spectra, 10 -5 to 10-1 cycle/yr.) is presently
working toward (e.g., Imbrie, 1982).
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C. Results of the 18,000 Y9P CLIMAP Project
The last glacial maximum prevailed from about 22-14,000 YBP (e.g.,
Dreimanis and Goldthwait,

1973).

The glaciation has been variously called

the Wisconsin, Weichselian, or Wdrm, depending on whether eastern North
American, northern Europe, or the Alps are referred to. The features of the
E'arth's surface have been mapped in considerable detail by the CLINIAP
(Climate/Long-Range Investigation rapping and Prediction) Project

(1976). A

vast ice sheet covered substantial parts of the northern hemisphere (Fig.
and sea ice spread equatorward in both hemispheres (Fig.

34).

33),

Approximately

18% of the earth's surface was ice-covered, with the global average surface
albedo (summer) increasing from its present value of 0.14 to 0.22 (Gates,
1976).

Construction of the ice sheets required evaporation of about

50-60 x

10 6 k*n 3

of water from the oceans, with world sea level dropping about

120 m (Hughe., et al, 1981). 'b st of the ice accumulated in eastern North
America and northwestern Europe, with another smaller center in Russia. 'There
are some indications that the ice sheets may have been linked via a thicker
Arctic Ocean Ice Shelf (9roecker, 1975b; Hughes et al, 1777). In eastern
North America, the Laurentide Ice Sheet reached thicknesses of 2500 m, and
extended from the Rocky 'V)untains to the Atlantic shore, and from the Arctic
Ocean southward to about the present positions of the Missouri and Ohio
Rivers. In Europe, the Tibnnoscandian Ice Sheet reached northern Germany and
the Netherlands. 'the vieLTht of the massive ice sheets depressed the crust by
as much as 700 -800 m (Flint, 1971).
In ice-free areas, large lakes developed in the Great 9asin of western
North America (Peterson et al, 1979) and in Bu ropean Russia (Grossorald,
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4

1980). Factors possibly responsible for these patterns include increased
cloudiness (F3enson,

1981) and/or

1978) in

lower air temperatures (Brakenridge,

the former, and meltwater runoff/physical blockage of drainage systems in the
latter (Grosswald, 1980). Other than the above-mentioned lakes, much of the
remaining surface of the planet dried out considerably. Extensive sand dunes
occurred in Central America (Ward,

1973) and

the sub-Sahara (Sarntheim,

Lake levels in Africa were very low (Street and Grove,

1979), and

Rainforest may have been reduced to a few ret)4ia (Ha.ffer,

1978).

the Amazon

1969) .

Over the oceans, low SST accompanied the equatorward migrations of the
polar fronts (CL111AP,

1976).

Fbr unknown reasons, Southe wn Ocean sea ice did

not melt back during the austral sum+ner (Hays et al, 1976b). In the northeast
Atlantic, SST were as much as 10°C lower than today (McIntyre et al,

1976).

The Gulf Streai/ orth Atlantic Current, which presently flows into the
northeast Atlantic (Fig.

30 -b,

P. 58), flowed directly eastward towards

Gibraltar ("4clntyre, 1967). Along the eastern boundary currents, present
sites of equatorward penetration of cool waters, SST decreased about

6 °C.

r1he

cool waters extended into the eastern equatorial Atlantic and Pacific (Fig.

34). i-lowever,

over large parts of the western tropical oceans, and extending

scxvtimes to latitudes of
decreased by

400 ,

SST varied by less than 2°C. Globally, SST

2.3 °C.

A final, remarkable feature of the ice-age earth involves the apparent
concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere (Fig.

33).

Studies of gas inclusions

In the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheet cores (Berner et al,

1980; Delmar

al, 1980) indicate glacial concentrations of about 200 ppm, almost 100 ppm

6Q

et

less than the estimated pre-industrial value of about 290 ppn (Broecker,

1975x). The fluctuations in atmospheric CO2 values may be due to variations
in marin, iological productivity (Berger et al, 1981; Broecker, 1981). CO2
is incorporated into the calcium carbonate shells of the organisms. Factors
that control shell preservation are quite complex (e.g. Broecker, 1971), and
influence the oceanic CO2 content. Since oceanic CO 2 concentrations exceed
atmospheric values by 60X (Garrels and MacKenzie, 1972), the atmospheric
values are therefore susceptible to strong oceanic influence.
CLITtV boundary conditions of SST, ice extent and elevations, and land
albedo were inputs in*o two general circulation model

reconstructions of

the ice-age atmospheric circulation (Gates, 1976, 1977, 1981; Miariabe and Hahn,

1977). As model results are dependent on such factors as parameterization,
grid resolution, etc., the following results should be accepted with some
reservation. nevertheless, the calculations do provide some very suggestive
trends.
The atmospheric reconstruction indicates surface high pressure syst,,ms
over the Laurentide and Fennoscandian Ice Sheets, with resultant easterly
winds at the southern edge of the ice margins. Westerly wind velocities
increased somewhat and shifted southward. race Hadley cell was noticeably
weakened, probably because lower SST in equatorial regions decreased overlyin„
air temperatures. The lower air temperatures (with lower absolute humidity`
provided si.rrlificarntly less kinetic energy for the -mean -ieridional 'notions
(ti:raus, 1973) . "Ne decreased uplift, coupled with r&luced 1&nd-sea
difference-, would also account for decreased precipitation and enhances
tropical aridity (r1anabe and Hahn, 1977). The average planetary air
t p—riper3ture (rates, 1981) iec.reased by 3.5 °C (Artist) and 3.3 °C (February).
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An independent CLIMAP data set of about 20 low-and mid-latitude pollen and
periglacial temperature estimates provided "observational verification" of
selected air temperature estimates: comparison of the different approaches
generally produced estimates similar to within 1-2°C (Gates, 1976).
A particularly interesting result from the global two-level
reconstruction (Gates, 1977) indicates that there was a downward heat flux of
100-200 W/m2 along the southern margin of the Laurentide, Fhnnoscandian, and
Siberian Ice Sheets, but

not

the Greenland Ice Sheet. This flux is comparable

to that occurring today in the Arctic summer, when ice melts back at a rate of
about 5 c-Vday. The coincidence of simulated melting with the "unstable"
subset of Pleistocene ice sheets may prove to be an important element of
future integrated ice age models.
Since the boundary conditions of both SST and albedo were different
during the ice age, it is interesting to inquire which factor may have been
more responsible for the increased tropical aridity. When

rp esent

SST and

glacial albedo boundary conditions were stipulated for the 12-level Geophysics
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory model ("'ia.nabe and Hahn, 1977), continental runoff
decreases were intermediate for South America and equatorial Africa, but
substantially reduced over the region of the South Asian monsoon. This result
is consistent with suggestions (Flohn, 1968) and calculations (Hahn and
"1arhabe, 1975) that a principal factor affecting the strength of the summer
southwest monsoon is the extent of the snow cover over the Tibetan Plateau.
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D. Temporal Trends in Pleistocene Records

Climatic records from time intervals other than 18,000 Y3P provide
additional valuable information about the nature of glacial-scale climatic
fluctuations. Although the last glacial maximum certainly had some impressive
statistics associated with it, continental evidence indicates that some
earlier ice sheets may have been about 10% larger (Flint, 1971; Frakes, 1979).
Analysis of an 18 0 record for the entire Pleistocene indicates some
distinctive secular trends to ice volume patterns. The last 900 2 000 years has
been distinguished by relatively large ice sheets, fluctuating with an
approximately 100,000 year period. Farlier intervals indicate different
dominant periodicities and less variability (,3hackleton and Cpdyke, 1976;
Pisias and "bore, 1981).
Analysis of microfossil records provides evidence for some divergent
local surface water trends. For example, the Arctic Ocean has apparently
remained ice-covered for at least the last five million years (Clark et al
1980), while the % mtegian Sea has remained ice-free only -siring peak
interglacial events (Kellogg, 1976) . The latter= reel - ^ : is therefore one -f
extreme climatic sensitivity, a result consistent with observations of alr,
tempci,ature trends over the northern hemisphere during the 20 1 th century
(e.g., 'litchell, 1961). Farther south, a record from the central waters of
the ^Ic^th Atlantic ire (Crowley, 1976, 1981) indicates essentially constant
')77 iuriri4 the last 150,000 ;gears in the Sargasso Sea (Fig. 36). The pattern
ce.ahat; :!` -dlar to a 'k'
).-record for the entire Pleistocene in the
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Fig. 36 A stable SST record I.n a core extending through the last gla^ial
cycle (record length is a:wut 160,000 years). Me core is from the
central waters of the North Atlantic gyre; tropical factor loadings
(M) and winter and summer temperature estimates (Tw, T s ) are plotted vs. core
depth (3m). 80% confidence interval for estimates from Kipp (1976).
Horizontal lines are 0-18 Stages 2, 4, & 6 (cf. Fig. 24, p. 46). SST varied
little because the tropical factor loadings, which dominate the sample, varied
little. (The squared sum of the factor loadings equals the sample variance;
tropical factor loadings averaging 0.95 therefore indicate that about 90% of
the sample variance is explained by this one factor; from Crowley, 1976).
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4, p. 64) .

equatorial Atlantic (Briskin and Aerggren, 1975)• Results from the CLIP'IAP
18,000 YBP study indicates that stable SST in the interiors of the subtropical
gyres seems to be a general phenomenon for the world ocean (CLIr'IAP, 1976). In
some regions, SST patterns led (Hays et al, 1976a) or lagged (Ruddiman and
McIntyre, 1981c) ice volume increases, and in the central North Atlantic SST
even increased during a phase of ice growth (Crowley, 1981).
Intervals as warm as the recent have occurred for only about 10% of the
time during the Late quaternary (Finiliani, 1972). During the last
interglacial maxinn (about 125,000 YBP; see Fig. 24), initial reconstructions
indicate a SST-pattern comparable to the present (Ruddiman and CLIMAP 7)ro,ject
members, 1979). At that time, sea level is thought to have been 3-6 -n higher
(Mesolella et al, 1969), a figure attributed to a possible melting of the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet Clercer, 1968). It has been suggested that one
consequence of a future CO 2-iruluced warming would be a remelting of the West
Antarctic ice sheet (e.g., Mercer, 1978).
3ecause of its long response time (10 3 yrs.), the deep waters of the
ocean have sometimes been described as a flywheel, whose inertia dampens
high-frequency fluctuations, and whos` "luctuations may contribute
- ►ificantly to the lower-frequency portions of the variance spectrum.
sig
Deep/bottom water production rates have also varied during the Pleistocene.
"forth Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) production apparently decreased during part
of the last ^-rlaclal cycle (e.g., Streeter and Iiackleton, 1979; Schnitker,
1980). ")f even greater interest are results from the Ve^ia Channel in the

western South Atlanti^ (Lohr mi, 1978), where there is an in^9ic:ation of
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an unexpectedly complex coupling of deep and surface water fluctuations (Fig.

37). Antarctic Aottom Water (AAAW) production was apparently greater than
today during some glacials, and less than today duri ► ,g other glacials.
Similar conclusions have been obtained from the Southern Indian Ocean
(^orliss, 1979). This type of result raises doubts about certain classes of
climate modela that require some type of 1:1 coupling between surface and
bottom waters (e.g., Newell, 1974; Weyl, 1968).
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E. Correlations With Orbital Parameters

A fundamental problem in climatology concerns the origin of the
Pleistocene ice sheets. Substantial progress has recently been achieved in
delineating the outlines of the problem. In a pivotal paper, Hays et al
(1976a) provided strong empirical support for an orbital perturbation
Influence on glacial activity -- J.e., the Milankovitch hypothesis (1941).
The perturbations are due to the gravitational effects of the different
planets on three features of the Earth's orbit: 1) the tilt of the axis (the
obliquity - period of 41,000 years); 2) the longitude of perihelion (the
precession effect: periods of 19,000 and 2; ; 000 years;

3) the

eccentricity of

the orbit (periods of about 100,000 and 400,000 years). The fi-st two effects
result only in a geographic, seasonal redistribution of solar insolation at
the top of the atmosphere. Eccentricity variations produce a maxLmr., change
of 0.2% in total insolation received, which in a simple climate model produces
only about a 0.4°C change in the. average surface temperature of the planet
(North et al, 1981). 4owever, the eccentricity variations can strongly
modulate the amplitude of the precession effect, with insolation anomalies
during hij,;h eccentricity 3-4 times larger than anomalies during low
eccentricity. At 60N, the difference translates into a surTner seasonal
difference of about 40 W/ma (Schneider and Thompson, 1979), which is a
variation of about 8% around the mean value for that latitude (Imbrie and
Imbrie, 1980). Values at the summer solstice exceed 13% of the mean
(!. Short, personal c:xrrunication, 1981). (It tias long been thought that the
sixn^Y- r insolation values at this latitude night be the critical index. for

.k
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Fig. 38 Late Cenozoic spectral records. (a) Orbital input and 0-18 ice

volume rmtput from three different Late quaternary cores, •each
shoaling the dominance of the 100K peaks. Orbital data (';.,,;m Berger
(197 8 ). Output data from Hays et al (1976x), and Shackleton and Dpdyke (1973,
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stability of the 400K peak. (mom " ,bore et al, 1982; reprrlw-ei with the
pet-fission of the authors an4 'asevier Sc'enti:`'ic Publlshing Cx-)mpa^ny).
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determining glacial inception. "ouch of that latitudinal strip is above sea
level, and cool sinners would allow enhanced preservation of winter snows,

triggering an ice--albedo feedback loop - from K6ppen and Wegener, 1924.)
In a study of time series fran the Southern Indian Ocean (e.g., Fia.
38-a), Hays et al (1976a) demonstrated: 1; that spectral peaks in the ice
volume record occurred at values of 23, 41, and 105K (X = thousands of years);
2) that the 105K contribution to the total variance far exceeds that expected
from a si-nple linear relationship between insolation and ice volume; 3) that
there is a fairly coherent phase relationship between insolation, SST, and ice
volume: each preceeded the next by 2-4K. 9ri3kin and Harrell (1980) have
added evijerce for a 400K peak in a SST record spanning the entire
Pleistocene. A. 9erger (1976) has noted that the most important term in the
series expansion for eccentricity o-curs at this period.
Since the establishment of an orbital connection, recent studies have
centered on two areas on research: coupling insulation changes with
atmosphere-ice models, and explanations for the dominance of the 100K peaks.
For example, Suarez and Held (1976, 1979) incorporated orbital parameters into
a seisonil energy balance model, keyed to ice-albedo feedback, and produced an
output qualitatively similar to the geologic record of the last 150,000 years.
Pollar(I (1978) added Weertmann's (1976) ice-sheet model to an energy balance
model and also generated some encouraging results. However, Pollard noted
that the dominant 100K cycle is poorly sivulated by all of these models.
The non-linearity of the 100K peal: has prompted a series of explanations,
none of which have unequivocal pre-en`_:Zeiice at the present time. In a general
sense, the models revolve around the non-linearities associated with th
mechanics of ice-sho,^t -rowth and decay, for there is :-'Od theoretical and
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empirical support for the asymmetric nature of ice growth (e.g., Weertmann,

1964; Broecker and van Ibnk, 1970). Imbrie and Imbrie (1980) have estimated
tha"- the time constants for growth and decay differ by a factor of about 4.
Specific explanations for the large 100K variance generally fall
Into two classes. Fach class incorporates orbital input and terrestrial
nonlinearities, but the explanations differ in emphasis. In the first case
(e.g., Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1981c), phase relationships between precession
and obliquity still drive the system. The mechanism is as Follows. The
precession effect is strongest in ntid- latitudes; 23K oscillations modulate the
margin of the main, primarily 7d d-l.,titude, r.aurentide Ice Sheet at this
frequency. The resultant outflow of Laurentide meltwater into the central
North Atlantic at 23K intervals bears evidence to the effectiveness of this
mechanism (Fig. 39,a, b). When coni, tnetions between precession and obliquity
occur at glacial terminations, the melting effect penetrates into high
latitudes, driving the system toward frill interglacial state. Fbk-.dback loops
involve: 1) a large outflow of glacial meltwater into the northwest Atlantic
(see Rudd i^kan et al, 1980); the cold water steers winter storms away from the
ice sheets, further depleting the mass balance of the glaciers (Fig. 39-c);
2) catastrophic calving of glaciers along the edge of the rising sea (Hughes
et al, 1977). 'Thus, the coupling of insolation maxima to oceanic feedback
loops prcAices a large step-function response at deglaciations; in effect, tale
100K peaks in the spectral recortid are produced by nonlinearities that occur
for an interval of 10,000 years, once every 100,000 years.
'Pie second class of models explaining the 100K peak addresses the
inherently non-linear interactions 1 ,7 olving ice-albedo feedback, plastic ice
sheets, elastic lithosphere, viscous mantle, etc. (e.g., Weert-ann, 1976;
Kal len et al, 1979) . "
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Fig. 40 eccentricity and global tce volume (0-18) over the past 730,000
;rears. (a) Variations in orbital eccentricity as calculated by
13erger (1978). (b) Oxygen isotope curve for deep-sea core V28-238
(from I]hackleton and Opdyke, 1973). Time scale by Kominz et al
(1979). ihis time scale has been tuned to the orbital record, but at
the obliquity frequency; thus the figured coherence between
eccentricity and ice volume is a significant result. Also, strict
linear interpolations between 0-730,000 Y3P indicate that the Kominz
et al time scale does not vary drastically from linearity (D. Short,
personal cor inication, 1981). (From I-ibrie and Imbrie,
SCIF,NCE, 207:9:43-953, 29 Febmiary 1980; copyright 1980 by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science).
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self-oscillating system. Fbr example, Wigley (1976) noted that transmission
of 19K and 23K frequencies through a nonlinear system can produce substantial
power (combination tones, or subharmonics) at about 100K. Nbdels that
incorporate specific interactions support this concept (Ghil, 1981).
As each of the above models provides a reasonable explanation for
climatic fluctuations of the last few hundred thousand years (e.g., rig. 40),
a critical discrimination involves comparisons of predictions against the
older part of the climatic record. In fact, there is some indication (rig.
38-b) that the dominant signals in older record may not be 100K (S11ackleton
and Opdyke,

1976), in

which case the "combination tone" models may not be

valid. Pbr example, Pisias and %ore (1981) have analyzed the 180 record for
the entire Pleistocene and found that the 100K cycle is only present in
records from the last 900K. Between 0.9-1.45 M-y., the records are dominated
by cycles between 20-60K. Between 1.45-2.0 M.y., only the 201" cycle is
present, and then at a reduced amplitude. Pisias and Abore (1981) suggest
that recent modelling efforts (e.g., Imbrie and Imbrie, 1980) may provide an
explanation for the above pattern. `These efforts indicate that the dominant
'ow-frequency component observed in the late Pleistocene can result from
different time constants for the rate of glacial growth and decay. Pisias and
Moore (1981) hypothesize that during the early Pleistocene the rate of growth
and uecay were more similar, and that continental erosion by successive
glacial advan,,, es lowered the land surface in areas of ice-cap formation to
below sea level_. When the ice-caps became marine-based, more rapid decay of
the ice became possible.
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Pre-Pleistocene 'There is a small but growing number of studies that have
also provided information on pre-Pleistocene cyclicity. Fbr example, in a
comparison of Pleistocene and Late Pliocene (5.8 - 8.5 PLY.) records, Pbore et
al (1982) have shown that a strong 400K cycle can be detected in carbonate
records from the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 38-b). 'mere is also some evidence
for periods of about 100K, 40K, and 20K in the Pliocene records. However,
Moore et al (19 1 2) note that the total variance of Miocene records at 100K
periods is substantially less than in Late Pleistocene records.
in a further comparison of the Pleistocene-Miocene records, %ore et al

(1982) have touched upon an important point that crust be incorporated into
models of climatic change - the varying role of eccentricity in climatic
fluctuations. Fbr the late Pleistocene, the correlation between eccentricity
and ice ( 180) seems ,justifiable (e.g., Pig. 40). However, Kominz and Pisias

(1979) have shown that a cross-spectral analysis between 180 and eccentricity
for the last 2.0 M.y. shows no significant coherence between the dominant
z
frequencies of eccentricity and the isotope record. This result is in part
i
due .o the afore-mentioned lack of any significant 100K cyclicity in early
Pleistocene records. However, an analysis by Pbore et al (1982) of a
Pleistocene carbonate record does yield a significant 100K peak for the entire
Pleistocene that is coherent with eccentricity. Pbore et al (1982) point out
that the explanation for this discrepancy between the carbonate and 180
spectral records may lie in the fact that the different variables are
monitoring different parts of the climate system (oceans and ice sheets).
Peterson and bo4iann (1982) have recently provided er;.pirical support for this
idea. In a study of Antarctic Pottom Water (AA9W) fluctuations in the South

Atlantic, they note that the major change in AARW formation during the late
Pleistocene at about 70OK post-dates by aLnost 20OK the major change in ice
volume patterns (i.e., emerf-^nce of a dominant 10OK peak in Une spectral
record - Shackleton and Opdyke, 1976; Pisias and !bor?, 1981).
In addition to the above-mentioned spectral analyses, preliminary
examinations of pre-Miocene climatic records continues to indicate the
presence of an oribtal influence. Dean et al (1981) have determined an
average cycle of about 40K in carbonate records between 20-37 M.y., and cycles
of about 20K in records between about 37-45 M.y. 'There are also indications
for a 20K cycle in lake records of about the same age (8radley, 1930).
Finally, cycles of about 20K duration have been reported from rocks of about
100 M.y. (Fischer, 1980) and 250 "l.y. (Anderson, 1982).
From the above discussion, it should be apparent that the spectral
signature of climatic fluctuations is far more complex than might have been
anticipated. The significant progress of the last few years will be hastened
by additional detailed studies based on two lines of approach: 1) detailed
spectral analyses of selected Pleistocene records by the SPSTIAP Project
("lapping Variations in the Ocean Spectra, 10 -5 to 10-1 cycles/yr.; cf. Imbrie,
19Fi2); 2) analysis of the new hydraulic piston core results (see Section VI),
which will provide access to high-quality records extending millions of years
beyong the previous limit of about 2 M.y.
Stochastic Effects

A ^, irther analysis of climatic records indicates

that, despite the presence of orbital influence, a large part of the total
variance -nay be of stochastic origin: i.e., low-frequency red-noise variance
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Pig. 41 Log-log plot of the variance spectrum of the 0-18 record in Fig. 40.
The solid straight line has a slope of -2, while the dashed lines
represent the 80% confidence interval about that line. (From Kominz
et al, 1979; reproduced with the permission of the authors and
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Co.).
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can be produced when white-noise forcing, from a time series with a
short-response time, is applied to another system with a relatively long
response time (e.g., Hasselmann, 1976). Support for :esence of this process
is derived from the analysis of 180 ice-volume re Ms, which indicates that a
linear response model relating insolation and 1 volume can explain less than
25% of the variance in Pleistocene climatic re ,Lds (Kom'_nz and Pisias, 1979).
More realistic nonlinear models still only account for about 35% of the
variance (N. Pisias, in Imbrie and Imbrie, 1980, footnote 45). Furthermore,
log-log plots of the variance spectrum (Pig. 41) yield a red-noise spectrum
with a slope of -2 between 100K and 12K (the Nyquist frequency). This trend
is consistent with that predi-tad by white-noise forcing from time scales
shorter than 12K (Hasselmann, 1976; Pisias et al, 1979). Fbr a lucid
discussion on the relationship between red-noise variance and climate
sensitivity, the reader is referred to Section 8 of North et al (1981).
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Fig. 42 A possible pattern for the geographic distribution of surer
temperature anomalies during glacial inception. The values for
temperature are a sun of two results: insolation-induced summer
temperature changes during Northern Hemisphere insolation minir*tia
(from Shaw and Donn, 1968), and actual observed late summer
temperature anomalies for Arctic Canada after unusually cold winters.
Heavy arrow indicates conjectured average path of a ,jet stream
perturbed by the surface temperature anomalies. (After Williams,
1978; reproduced with the permission of W. ATFRNARY RESEARCH).
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F. A Nbdel For Glacial Inception

The final feature of Pleistocene glaciation to be discussed in this
survey involves the problem of formation and growth of ice sheets. An early
theoretical study of glacier mechanics suggested that ice sheets may require
as much as 30,000 years to reach full size (Weertmann, 1964). Hawe ,rer, an
examination of 180 ice volume records has significantly revised thiQ c(ncept.
Values subsequent to the last interglacial maximum ( i80 substage 5-e/5-d
boundary at about 120K - see Fig. 2`4, p. 46) indicate that as much as 50% of
maximum, ice volume may have been reached 1•:ithin 10,000 years. This figure
would correspond to an equivalent ice volume of about 75-n of seawater (Hughes
et al, 1981). Another study suggests that a climatic deterioration at about
230K may have reached 80% of maxi-in ice volume values in 10,000 years
(Ruddiman et al, 1979). The above results seem to imply that snow
accumulation rates during times of ice growth in regions like northeast Canada
must have been much higher than the present: (e.g., Andrews and 1a~haffey, 1976;
Weertanann, 1976).
Some simple conceptual models for enhanced moisture transport are
supported by the geological record. For exa-ple, calculations of
surface-temperature changes due to irzolation reductions suggest .July
temperature changes in northern Canaria of about 6°C (Fig. 42). Lower air
temperatures should have allowed increased summertime preservation of snow.
The expande,i snow cover should deepen upper troughs during the winter (F'lohn,
1974, Williams, 1975), thereby steering low pressure Fysten- into northeast
:anada. Present-day synoptic studies have indicated that the deeF—ied troughs
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produce a maximum moisture transport into northeastern Canada, with southeast
winds blowing in from the Atlantic (9arry, 1966; rtogers and van Loon, 1979).
Furthermore, the pattern is associated with warn SST in the northwest Atlantic
(Rogers and van Loon, 1979)• It is interesting to note that during phases of
maximum glacial growth, the geologic record indicates that the northwest
Atlantic was ice-free, with SST comparable to the present (Ruddiman and
McIntyre, 1979) . The therrial contrast of cold land/war .i sea (Fig. 39-c)
should have further enhanced baroclinicity, thereby providing the hydrous fuel
necessary for rapid glacial growth. The model receives additional support
from indications of enhanced accumulations during a lime of rapid ice growth
in nearby Greenland (Anerews et al, 1974). 'Ihus, an interweaving of data and
ideas has produced a conceptual modei of how the ice sheets may have

developed. It now re-eins to be determined -vAether the basis; elerr:ents of the
model are supported by more rigorous (ruantitattve investigations.
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VIII. HOTACENE (last 10,000 years)

Features of Deglaciation The Holocene Interglacial Epoch represents the
present ware period that has prevailed since the last glacial maximwm. The
absolute age of the midpoint of the transition from glacial to interglacial
has long been stated as 11K (e.g., 9roecker et al, 195R.I. However, there is
considerably more structure to the nature of the transition than was
previously thought. For example, there is evidence that perhaps half of the
volume of continental ice disappeared between 13-16K (Kennett and Shackleton,
1975). Ruddiman and ','

Li tyre (15 g 1a) note that this result has some bearing

on the mechanics of deglaciation. Since the geographic dimensions of the ice
sheet did not undergo large areal reductions (Bryson et al, 1969), downdraw
and vertical thinning of the ice sheets fast have been substantial. The
transition from a high-profile to a low-profile ice sheet may have greatly
affected the mechanics of ice motion (e.g., Berglund, 1979). The outflow of
low-salinity glacial meltwater into the ocean should also have iTt ibited
oceanic turnover (Worthington, 196$), and both W. Berger (1977) and FLddiman
et al (1980) have cited evidence from deep-sea sediments to support this
effect.
A further feature of the deglaciatt-n involves a very rapid climatic

coolin7* in so-y-- regions between 11,000 and 10,000 nP. The !dorth Atlantic
Molar front rli^rated southward almost to its glacial maximurt position
(.)iplessy et al, 1991; Ruddiman and 'KcIntyre, 1981b). Temperatures in western
^,,;irope were very cold (see summary in -uplessy et al, 1981). South American

recor_is 31:,0 indicate a cool interval at this time (van der ^k-risen, 1974;
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43 An example of climatic patterns during the last deglaciatior.. This
figure illustra.tes that both minimum and maxl7m. SST for the last
20,000 years iii the upwelling area of the Arabian Sea occurred wring
the deglaciation. Oxygen isotope stratigraphy and estimated August
SST, plotted vs. core depth (from W. L. Drell, 1978) . Isotopic
stages 1 & 2 are circled. Upper dashed lines indicates latter part
of the glacial termination (about 9K.); middle dashed line indicates
early part of the termination (about 14K), and leer dashed line
indicates the last glacial maximum (18K). (9eproduced with the
author's permission).
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Heusser and Streeter, 1980). However, there is little evidence for any
widespread remadvance of glaciers over eastern North America (Tlerasrrae,
1980).
One of the more interesting conclusions concerning the nature of climatic
change has been derived from studies of Early Holocene precipitation patterns
in the "fiddle Fast, where maximmm aridity and wetness (for the last 30,000
years) occurred on the transition to interglacial (i.e., the glacial
termination). Street and Grove (1979) cite evidence for maximum North African
aridity around 14-15K, about the same time that large volumes of melt-water
were being added to the oceans (primarily the North Atlantic). Upwelling
indicators off Saudi Arabia (Fig. 43) also indicate 'iign SST, which in this
area reflects decreased upwelling (?rell, 1978). A weak southwest monsoon can
account for the latter pattern. By extension, South Asian rainfall may also
have decreased.
The above Arabian Sea SST record also indicates that later in the
termination (about 9K), the intensity of upwelling, and hence the strength of
the southwest ;monsoon, increased ro a maxirm n. At the same tine, lake levels
rose to a maximum in North Africa., with wet conditions prevailing from the
Namib Desert at 26S to the northern tropics (Street and Grove, 1979), and
eastward to northwest India (Bryson and Sprain, 1981). Kutzbach (1981) has
Suggested that precession and tilt effects caused an enhanced solar radiation
receipt during July (the rainy season). Wel -Ling results indicate an
increased low-level cyclonic inflow o-ier the African- 1,P)Zrasian land mass, with
resultant increased precipitation. Thus, the model and the data support each
other.
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Mid-Holocene Warm Period - A Possible Scenario for a Ca0 -Induced Warming
The final disappearance of the Laurentide Ice Sheet at 7K ushered in an
interval slightly warmer than the present in mid-latitudes. The event has
been variously called the Holocene Maximum, Hypsithermal, Altithermal, etc.
The thermal optimum for North America and western Furope occurred at this time
(e.g., 9ernabo and Webb, 1977; Wi,jmstra, 1978); the Great Plains were drier
(Webb, 1980) and the Middle East wetter than the present (Fig. 44). SST
peaked in the eastern tropical Atlantic (Kipp, 1976, Crowley, 1981). qhe
climatic patterns from this time period are of particular climatic interest
because they provide a possible picture of how the climate might differ under
the influence of a CO2 - induced warming. The geological data suggest that two
trends most likely to develop are increasing aridity over the Great Plains of
North America and decreasing aridity in the Middle Fast (Kellogg and Schware,

1981). Some climate modelling results also suggest that Arctic rack ice cover
may be significantly reduced (Parkinson and Kellogg, 1979; Manabe and
Stouffer, 1980). However, geological data indicate that it is unlikely Arctic
sea ice would completely disappear -- Clark et al (1980) cite evidence for the
presence of at least seasonal sea ice in the Arctic for the last five million
years.
An additional consequence of a CO 2 - warning might be the disintegration
of the marine-based West Antarctic ice sheet (Mercer, 1978). This event would
raise world sea level about 5 ri. It has been suggested (e.g., Piercer, 1968;
Stuiver et al, 1981) that the disappearance of this ice sheet during the last
interglacial maximum at 125,000 YBP (cf. Fig. 24, p. 46) may have been
responsible for the higher sea level at that time (cf. Fig. 26, p. 48).
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Pig. 45 Evidence for millennial-scale climatic fluctuations during the last
20,000 years. Schematic diagram of pulses of glacier acticity in
North America superimposed on major Late Wisconsin and Holocene
climatic changes. Antarctic information is from Stuiver et al
(1981). Time scale is in radiocarbon Y gP. (From Mayewski et al,
1981; reproduced with the permission of John Wiley & Sons, Incl.
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Another feature of a 002 - warming that warrants attention concerns the
transient climatic response to the forcing. 'There is some reason to believe
that climatic patterns during the transitional state may not be of an
intermediate nature ('Thompson and Schneider, 19'(9; Bryan et al, 1982).
Indeed, the above review of the climatic response during the transition period
of the last deglaciation is a source of evidence that would support such a
conjecture.
Additional Features of Holocene Climate Although the general trend of

Holocene climiates during the last 4-5,000 years has been one of cooling;
(termed the Neoglaciation), higher-frequency fluctuations have occurred,
There is also some indication of cycl.icity in Holocene records. r1itchell
(1976) cites some evidence for a 2500-yr. cycle in climatic records. In fact,

Pisias et al (1973) have found this cycle in a North Atlantic temperature
record extending back through the last 130,000 years. In addition, Mayewski
et al (1981) have shown that millenial-scale fluctuations have occurred during
the last 20,000 years (Pig. 45). Climatic oscillations (Fig. 46) of about 80,
18C and 350 years have been identified in 180 records from the Greenland ice
core (Johnsen et al, 1970; Dansgaard et al, 1971). The climate of the past
1000 years (Fig. 47) has been marked by a rledieval warning, followed by a cool
interval (the Little Ice Age) from about 1430 -1850 (Gribbin and Lamb, 1978;
Bernabo, 1981). The subsequent warning that peaked in the 1940's
(Mitchell, 1961) completes the picture. Evidence from North American tree
rings indicates that a circulation type characterized by warmth and aridity in
the west, and cold in the east, was mach more common during the Little Ice Age
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Tis. 46 Evidence for centennial-scale climatic fluctuations - the power
spectrum of the oxygen isotope record from the Camp Century
(Greenland) ice core. The two dominating peaks correspond to periods
of about 80 and 180 years. (From Johnsen et al, 1970; reproduced
with the permission of the authors and NAZURET.-
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than during the 20 1 th century (Fritts et al,

1979).

In fact, the circulation

pattern appears to have been similar to the pattern for the severe winter of

1976-77 in

the eastern U. S. (Namias,

1978).

Causes of the centennial-and millennial-scale climatic fluctwttions of
the Holocene are not well understoov. Explanations have run the gtuwt from
stochastic and volcanic effects to variations in solar activity (e.g., Lw b,

1970; Damon

et al,

production (Fig.

1978; Robock, 1978). The

47) is

parallel between climate and 14C

particularly intriguing, because 14c apparently

reflects changes in solar activity (Stuiver and

sv,

1980).

An active sun is

associated with an increased deflection of galactic cosmic rays, with
resultant decreased production of atmospheric 14C. Denton and Karlen

(1973)

claim to have found similar correlations between 14C and ice extent in records
extending back to about 5,000 YRP. 'Ihe coincidence of an apparent 2500-yr.
cycle in 14C production rates (Suess, 1980) and in paleoclimati.c records is a
further indication of a possible solar influence on climate.
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IX. 4901MICAL OVIDFNCE OF SOLAR VARIABILITY

In the prevlau., . Mentions of this review, the ecologic record of climatic
change has been catalogued, and causal mechanisms of terrestrial and
extraterrestrial orig.',..n have been discussed. In addition to evidence for the
influeMe of orbital variatiors on the earth's climate, there are a'so some
indications for the izfluiace of other types of solar variability (3ee, e.g.,

Newkirk :_.— 1-iiaier, 1982). It is the f :.pose of this section to

review the

geologi. y'_ ^ - A rr.ce for any such variability.
lb,t. Up s i :, fc;r the following survey involves historical evidence for solar
vai l.abillt.;. ?, ,)r example, at present there are indications for short-term

variations in solar luminosity (Willson et al, 1981), possible changes in the
solar radius (Eddy and Aoornazian, 1979; Dunham et al, 1980), and long-term
variations in sunspot number (Eddy, 1976). Stuiver and Quay (1980) have shown
that some of the sunspot variations correlate to production rates of 14C in
the upper atmosphere during the last millennium (Fig. 48). 'There is also
evidence for a cyclicity in the production rates of 120-and 140-years
(Stuiver, 1980). Stuiver (1980) has noted that the rather orderly pattern to
the fluctuations places some limitations on theories of solar dynamo
behavior.
The geological evidence for solar variability involves three types of
data: extraterrrestritl, and terrestrial records of annual- and longer-period
fluctuations.
Extraterrestrial Evidence

of Solar Var iability Analyses of lunar

sarr►ples and meteorites has focused on two types of evidence: heavy ion
implantation tracks from solar flares, and production of cosmogenic nuclides
(the reader is referred to Frazier, 1981, aril Pepin et al, 1980, for a more
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Fig. 48 Evidence for C-14 changes attributable to a variable sun. Frequency
of auroral observations, sunspots, and changes in C-14 production

rate calculated from a reservoir TnLAiel. The number of naked eye
sunspot observations per decade before 1610 is given by the vertical bars.
The cross-hatched area -denotes the existence of sunspots as observed by
telescope. (FY:rn Stuiver and Quay, SCIENCE, 207:11-19, 4 .January 1980;
reproduced with the permission of the authors; copyright 19b0 by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science).
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complete discussion of this section). Results yield conflicting evidence of
solar conditions. Fbr example, Crozaz (1980) has examined solar flare tracks
and concluded that the energy spectrum of solar flare particles has not
changed drastically during the last four billion years. Conclusions from
cosmogenic nuclide studies are of a more variable nature. Abundances of 26A1
and 53*1 imply little variations during the last ten m1111on years (Reedy,
1980). Alternatively, preliminary analyses of 14C and 8lKr suggest rather
large variations during the same time span (Reedy, 1980). Mie latter
conclusion is supported by analyses of 15N/14N ratios in the lunar regolith,
where there is now a well-documented (and unexplained) variation of 30% in the
ratio from samples spanning the lest four billion years (Clayton and Thiemens,
1980).
Terrestrial Evidence from

Annual Records Some of the best evidence for

a climatic response to solar variability is derived from tree ring records
(see, e.g., Fritts, 1979)• Mitchell et al (1979) have succeeded in
documenting a 22-yr. drought rhythm in the tree-ring record of the western
U.S. (Fig. 49). Epstein and Yapp (1976) have also identified the same cycle
(i.e., the double sunspot cycle) in temperature-dependent deuterium-hydrogen
ratios in wood cellulose. Hameel and Wyant (1982) have shown that the 22-yr.
cycle can even be detected in records from the Maunder Sunspot Minimam
(1660-1710); in fact, the cycle seems slit* tly stronger at that time than
during later periods of !.-sreased solar activity.
In addition to the above records that cover the last 400 years, there are
special types of geological deposits that occasionally record annual
fluctuations. The records are from units that contain rhythmic bedding
- i.e., alternate bands of different sediment types. In manly cases the
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alternations represent annual cycles in sedimentation, in which case the units
are called "varves". the reasons for the annual variations are usually of
climatic origin. %r example, in many lakes, dark clayey bands accumulate
during the winter months. In suw er, increased plant production deposits
lighter-colored shells in the sediment. The ability of the "sedimentary
couplets" to faithfully record an annual cycle has been demonstrated in a
number of studies. For example, Nipkow (1928; see Duff et al, 1967) was able
to correlate annual successions in TAke Zurich with historical events
-- thicker layers of sediment formed after "bank collapses" whose date of
origin were known. Likewise, Flint (1971, p. 404) and Schove (1978) discuss
14C-varve comparisons in longer sequences, and demonstrate less than a 10%
error in age estimates based on varves.
The geologic record contains examples of different types of varved
sediments at strategic intervals of the last two billion years (Fig. 1).
Figure 50 illustrates what these varves look like in a 680 M.y.-old record
from Australia. Results from the varved records at 50-, 680-, and 2000.41.y.
Ind' `e cycles of ll,and 23-yrs., i.e., the sunspot and double-sunspot c 1ps
(P

;,30; Trendall, 1973; Williams, 1981). The cycles in the two older

Fig. 50 Geological evidence for the presence of 11-yr. sunspot cyclicity in
the Late Precambrian (680 M-y.). The cyclic record is from a record
at Pichi Richi Pass in the K inders Flange of South Australia. Dark
clayey bands separate groups of 11-14 pale sand/silt laminae
interpreted as annual deposits or "varves". 'here are additional
indications of strong climatic periods at about 22, 145, and 290
years, and a weaker period near 90 year. (Figure provided by G. F.
Williams, the Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Ltd., Camberwell,
Victoria, Australia. Reprinted with permission from G. E. Williams,
t1ATLVE, 291: 6?4-628, 1981) .
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records inil"cate a degree of solar stability not always anticipated by models
of solar evolution. In addition to the above cycles, some of the longer
sedimentary segi-ences in the geologic record also show a cycle of
approximately 20,000 -yr. duration, i.e., the precession period (Bradley, 1930;
Fischer, 1980; Anderson, 1982).
Some recent work on new varve locations offers the prospect of further
detailed information concerning annual variability. Although results are not
yet in from these locations, they are included here for future reference.

There is a 250,000 year record from the Clzlf of California (Schrader et al,
1980) that may contain information about fluctuations of such Pacific-wide
phenomena as the Southern Oscillation and the R1 Nino. A recent project
focusing on lakes in the Fast African Rift Valleys indicates the possibility
of a varved record extending back several million years (Cr.xnie, 1982). The
latter region is of special interest because it comprises the time interval
over which man evolved in the same region.
terrestrial Evidence

of Longer-Te rm Variability As mentioned

previously, Stuiver (1980) has documented 120- and 2.40-yr. cycles in 14C
productio,i rates. 1,t the correlations of these fluctuations with climatic
fluctuations during the last millenniun has yielded mixed results. Fb r
example, in the ii)rth Atlantic sector, Stuiver (1980) has shown a
statistically significant correlation between 14C, the 180 records from
Greenland, and the severity of winter in Riropea.n Russia (e.g., Pig. 47). In
the northeast Atlantic, the most severe interval of the Little Ice Age (Lamb,

1979) occurred durirv; the launder Sunspot riinir im (1660-1710) . However, so .ie
other records do not show a statistically si^niftcant relationship between 14C
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anal clirn-ite. "tuiver ( 1980) suggests that perhaps jet-stream oscillations,
which also seem to relate to the 11-yr. solar cycle (Nastrom and Relmont,
1480) , could provi le some of the explanations for the irregularity of the
spiittal response.
Ztme geolo►;ic r •ecorol may also supply some tntrigaIng evidence for another
type of solar variability -- el-wl,es in the solar radius. Rpeently, Gilliland
(1981) has analyzed a variety o(' solar observations to propose a 76-yr.
is remarkably close to an 80-yr.

trxk:rrlat.ion of the solar radius. ` ils

cycle (Rig. 46) identifte^l from a k-ore on the (7reenl nki Tce sheet (Johnsen
et al, 1470).
A new

t*xonttor of solar variability is presently coming on line and siK)uld

prov i de atlolitional valuable infornirtion in the future (Tt-Ll sback and Ytou,
14110). 1t>Ae is another radionuclide pm-xtucel in the upper atriosphere by
cos[nic• r •a ;. It Nas

twos ad varita

s over 14,,-. The isotojx- is not involveol in

the coirplox carbon cycle; rather, berylli[rn attaches itself to aerosols aril
Is

with ratn and snow.

are therefore <ui ideal repository.

Ice-

kidittori;tlly, 1(hk, has ,i 11alf-lit'e of 1.5 x 10 6 yrs. (cor%)ared to 5.6 x lo3
years for 14 ') , And is thei,ofor e capable of provikitng access to earlter•

periods, of ear^h hi story.
Mt iftuli:ans With the tne,reasIng docaTientation of solar periAls in the
';c^o^.^^.;ic [•^^cor^+., t1u^c •c^ is the t[revit.able question as to how solar variations
mti jlt. al'Vect the cl irliate. 'hits question c:,jui,)t be answer oki tit the present
tt,w, alt.1to gh there Itavo bee ti si l ritficant adwinces in ,lel tneating possible
14 7()). Ur this section I will

1xi*t1wk
y :; t sc't', <'.g., l ieCor-r-tc and
two
brlot, ly ,lLti
nt;; tm) l ols s,

i.hat.

t .hc

[
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types of explanations being advanced. A feature of both examples involves the
non-reliance on total solar irradiance changes, which over short periods of
time do not appear to exceed 0.2% (Willson et al, 1981).
One solution involves possible stratosphere-troposphere interactians
(see, e.g., Holton, 1979, (hap. 11). Ror example, ozone production is
affected by ultraviolet radiation. lbasurements in the W--band indicate
significant historical changes in solar UV--output (Heath and Thekaekara, 1977;
Cook et al, 1980). Increases in the W--band are presumably compensated by
slight decreases at other wavelengths, so that the total irradiance is still
approximately constant. `Loon et al (1980) have calculated that the W
fluctuations are sufficient to explain fluctuations in albedo of the
atmospheres of Titan and Neptune (see Lockwood and Thompson, 1980). The
connection presumably involves some photosensitive chemical reactions in the
planetary atmospheres. The impact of W fluctuations on the earth's climate
is more problematical; however, 9orucki et al (1980) have calculated that in
some cases the effect could be significant.
An alternate approach to the sun-weather connection involves
ionosphere-troEx-)sphere coupling ( 11arkson, 1979; Markson and 1uir, 1980) . 'aAs
mechanism involves variations in ionospheric charge that correlate with solar
wind fluctuations. Since the ionospheric electric field is part of a global
circuit, tied into the troposphere via thunderstor*s, variations in the
Ionosphere electric field may modulate the electric field intensity in
developing cunulus clouds. Markson and rt:ir (1980) note that cloud
electrification may play an Lmportant role in coalescence of droplets and
(-CMdensation of water vapor. Tie resultant release of the latent heat of
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condensation might then plan an important role in tropospheric dynamics. 'ire
unique feature of the above approach is that, as a consequence of increased
late-tit heat release, climatic changes are effected by a more efficient
conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy.
Surmmry

Although there is geological evidence for some solar

variability, there are also indications of an overall long-tem
. stability in
the sun. Some advances have been made in mapping posUible features of the
scan-weather connection; however, ►tarty details of the connection are still
obscure.
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X. W91ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At the beginning of this review, it was noted that erosion has been
responsible for removing most of the rocks formed during earth history.
Nevertheless, if we assume that the available evidence is a reasonably
faithful reflection of the real earth history, then the following statements
can be made conec-ning the geologic record of climatic change:
1. 4.6 - 2.3 B.y -- the earth was apparently ice-free, despite a
substantially lower solar luminosity. An enhanced atmospheric greenhouse
effect may have compensated for the decreased insolation receipt.
2. 2.3 B.y. -- evidence for the first glaciation seems to mark a
threshold temperature through which the atmosphere passed.
3. 2.3 - 0.9 B.y. -- the earth was apparently ice-free, despite low
luminosity and a presumably depleted greenhouse effect. A suitable
explanation for this phenomenon remains an important unattended problem in
paleoclimatology.

4. 0.9 -0.6 B.y. -- three major phases of glaciations occurred, with
paleomagnetic data suggesting ice in low latitudes. This phenomenon has also
not received much attention. It should be noted that because there is no
evidence bearing on the presence of low-latitude sea-ice, low-latitude
continental glaciation should not be construed to imply an ice-covered earth.
5. 600 - 100 M.y. -- climates were generally =Wild, but punctuated by two
major phases of ice growth. Paleomagnetic data indicate a strong correlation
between the occurrence of continents in high latitudes and the formation of
3ontinental ice sheets.
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6.

100 - 50

M.Y. — mild, generally non-glacial climates prevailed. The

Late Cretaceous (100 M.y.) interval has served as a testing ground for
atmospheric and oceanic circulation models of a non-glacial world. Simple
atmospheric circulation models cannot adequately account for relatively high
polar temperatures. Additional factors (cloudiness, oceanic circulation
5

changes) may be important for balancing the heat budget.
7.

50 - 3.0

M.Y. -- sequential cooling of the globe occurred. Two

models of glacial history apply to the time period 50-3.0 M.y.:
1) formation of the Antarctic Ice Sheet about 14 !4.y. and initiation of
northern hemisphere glaciation about 3 M.y.; 2) formation of the Antarctic
Ice Sheet as early as 30 M.Y. The picture of Cenozoic climatic patterns may
be substantially revised in the coming years, with the advent of high-quality
hydraulic piston core records being the principal agent for the revisions.
8.

3.0 -

0.0 M.Y. — numerous oscillations of northern hemisphere ice

sheets occurred, with intervals as warm as today occupying only 10% of the
Late Quaternary record. luring the last glacial maximum (18,000 YBP), sea ice
F

and ice sheets niigrated into mid-latitudes. &>2 changes were generally small
in regions not directly affected by sea ice. Fquatorward of the continental
ice margins, the surface of the planet dried out considerably. late
Quaternary time series indicate a strong correlation between ice volume
fluctuations and orbital perturbations, but the nature of the interaction is
presently not well understood. As much as 65% of the variance of Pleistocene
climatic fluctuations appears to be due to internal processes operating within
the land-sea-air-ice system.
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9. A re-interpretation of the pre-Pleistocene oxygen isotope record
implies that the frequency of glaciation through the last 600 M.y. may be
significantly greater than the 15-20% figure suggested by direct glaciological
evidence.
10. Terrestrial and extraterrestrial materials provide some evidence of
variations in solar activity. However, the envelope of variability seems to
be relatively small. For example, the energy spectrum of olar flare tracks
in 4 B.y. lunar samples is similar to the present spectrum. Likewise, 11-and
22-yr. cycles have been detected in sediments as old as 680 and 2000 M.y.

The perspective afforded by an overview of the entire geologin record
allows for some additional syntheses. The pattern of temperature change
during the last four and a half billion years may be characterized as having
bath secular and fluctuating components. The secular variation to solar
luminosity has caused changes in global insolation receipt on a time scale of
109 yrs. An early greenhouse effect may have offset the lower luminosity.
Fluctuations of temperature involve mechanisms with characteristic time scales
of 100 - 108 yrs. On time scales of 107 - 108 years, paleogeographic factors
(e.g., continental drift, sea level changes) appeared to have played an
important role in controlling fluctuations of global temperature. On a time
scale of 10 6 yrs., changes in global volcanism may be important (Kennett and
Thunell, 1975, 1977; Bray, 19'19). Additional significant changes in the
boundai-j conditions of the solid earth can occur in about 10 6 years. Ror
exa-ple, the emergence of the Central American isthmus at about 3 M.y. may
have had a profound impact on circulation patterns in the equatorial oceans
(Luyendyk et al, 1972). '?he vertical uplift of the Andes by as ^nzch as
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Fig. 51 Sche-iatic version of the variance spectrum of temperature
fluctuations in the North Atlantic sector on time scales of 10 0 to
10 years (after data from Kutzbach and Bryson, 1974; Hays et al,
1976x). The ordinate is V(f) variance spectral density, times f,
frequency, with units of (°K)^; the abscissa is a logarithmic
frequency scale. 'Diese coordinates are chosen such that equal area
tinder the curve represents equal variance. Vertical lines are used
to indicate the relative degree of uncertainty in the shape of the
curve. The dashed line indicates a white noise spectrum fitted
approximately to the high-frequency portion of the spectrum. (From
Kutzbach, 1976; reproduced with the permission of QUATERNARY
RESEARCH) .
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1000-3000 m also occurred within a time span of about 1-2 million years
(Simpson, 1975). Patterson and Pascual (1972) have suggested that the cutoff
of moisture-laden Pacific winds to Patagonia probably accounted for the
increased aridity observed in that area during the Pleistocene.
On a time scale of 10' - 10 5 years, the earth's climate appears to be
sensitive to both external forcing by orbital perturbations and internal
feedback interactions within the land-sea-air-ice system. Finally, on a
time-scale of 100 - 10 2 yrs., the earth's climate appears to be sensitive to
solar variability, volcanism (e.g., Mass and Schneider, 1977), and internal
feedback interactions within the terrestrial system.
The above results can be summarized with a plot of climatic fluctuations
across a broad range of frequencies (Fig. 51). Kutzbach (1976) has shown that
a log-log plot of the variance spectrum in the North Atlantic sector indicates
three main trends: a generally white-noise pattern at high frequencies that
is characterized by relatively high variance; a mid-frequency pattern with
distinctly less variance; and finally a lower-frequency record of increasing
variance. r1he latter red-noise shape suggests an important stochastic
contribution to factors responsible for climatic change.
A final analysis of the major results involves a comparison of the
estimated changes in average global temperatures between non-glacial and
full-,glacial worlds. Values of + 6 0 C for the Cretaceous Marron et al, 1981)
and -4°C for the last glacial maximum (Cates, 1981) yield a total range of
100 0 for the last 100 million ,years. This figtire provides a useful frame of
reference when evaluating the climatic impact of a CO2-induced greerliouse
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warming. A doubling of the atmospheric CO2 content is estimated to cause an
increase of global temperatures by 2-3°C (e.g., fbmbe and Stouffer, 1979,

1980; Hansen et al, 1981). This value is therefore about one-fourth of the
total range estimated for the last 100 millionears. 9he CO2 effect is also
about one-half of the :tinge estimated for a glacial cycle. Furthermore, the
expected rare of temperature change exceeds by an order of magnitude that
which occui,red during the catastrophic deglaciations of the Pleistocene.
I'he geologic record provides additional valuable information concerning
the possible consequences of a CO2-induced warming. Based on the climatic
scenario reconstructed for the warmest period of the present Holocene
Interglacial, the anticipated consequences of a CO2-warming may include
increased precipitation in North Africa and a drought on the North American
plains. Another CO2 - induced change in climate may involve an increase of
about 5 m in world sea level, due to the melting of the West Antarctic Ice
Sheet (Mercer, 1978). The slightly nigher sea level during the last
interglacial maximum at 125,000 YBP (cf. Figs. 24 & 26, pp. 46 & 48) indicates
that such a response may be attainable with a relatively small change in
temperature. Finally, atmospheric circulation models (Parkinson and Kellogg,

1979; P9anabe and Stouffer, 1980) also predict changes in Arctic Ocean ice
cover. The geological data appears to set an upper limit on the magnitude of
this response -- the Arctic Ocean has apparently been covered by at least
seasonal pack ice for the last five million years (Clark et al, 1980).
In conclusion, direct evidence for major glaciations exists for perhaps
5 - 10% of earth history. However, indirect evidence (e.g., 180 records)
suggests that this figure could be significantly larger. The correlations of

V:
3

glacial events with paleogeographic changes implicates plate tectonics as an
important underlying factor responsible for climatic change. However, 9arron
et al ( 1981) have shown that additional, unspecified, atmospheric -oceanic
circulation processes are required to explain the occurrence of non-glacial
climate during nich of earth history. The onset of glaciations may be viewed
as due to orbitally-induced fluctuations superimposed on long-term global
coolings of terrestrial origin. Additional feedback processes are required to
amplify the relatively small orbital signals into climatic responses of
glacial magnitude. Stochastic processes appear to play an important role In
the evolution of climatic fluctuations over the same tia:ne scale.
As for the future, research in paleoclimatology will continue to
investigate the interactions between the internal terrestrial processes and
external forcing due to orbital perturbations. In addition to the normal
advances gained from acquisition of new data, climate models will also be
tested against two types of very hip^h-quality data: a geographic array of
high-resolution Quaternary time-series (the objective of the SPECMAP Project),
and very long Cenozoic time series (accessible via the hydraulic piston core).
The data evaluation ank, model refinements will probably carry paleoclimatology
through the present decade.
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